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Petitioners rescue Poteat lab
Bv MArrnEw CoLEMAN
CoNTRIBliiiNG Rl;pQRTER

After student protest the Computer Center reversed its decision
to close Poteat House's computer
lab, which will remain open at least
for this semester.
Last fall, the Computer .Center
developed a need for more office
space after hiring additional personnel in accordance with the Plan
for the Class of 2000. Jay
Dominick, the director of information services, said he saw the Poteat
lab as an ideal location for extra
offices.
Dominick said computer programmers need a private space in
which to work and to concentrate,

Bv DAN JoHNSON
ComRIBUTINCi REPORrnR

As students and teachers packed
andplanned for the spring semester,
Old Man Winter blanketed the East
Coast with one of its strongest storms
on record Jan. 6-7 and a lighter follow-up one week later.
According to .the Winston-Salem
Journal, almost twelve inches of snow
fell in WinstoncSalem on Jan. 6 and 7.
The snowfall was the third largest on
record in the Triad. On the night of
Jan. 12, a second snowfall added 3
inches of fresh powder to the already
frozen ground~.
The Univ\!rsity was .forced to close
its doors Jan; 8 due to the poor road
conditions in Winston-Salem.
The majority ·of students did not
return to campus until Sunday and
~ere not delayed in their return, but
resident advisers and sororities were
forced to alter their plans.
Residence Life and Housin~egan
it's mid-year training on time but
many resident advisers were unable
to return to school by Jan 10.
"Approximately 25 percent ofRAs
were unable to make it back in time
forthe start of training," said Gay
Dunton, the assistant director ofRLH.
Some students who were fortunate
enough·to be on campus during the
storm were able· to enjoy playing in
the snow'.
Senior Jennifer Gentry said she and
several friends went on a search for
the best sledding and then enjoyed
sliding down the hills on garbage
bags.

See Blizzard Page ~-

but they are currently forced to
work in one large area divided by
partitions. Also, one staff member
works in a hallway.
"We desperately need some
place to put our staff, and Poteat
seemed to be the best place because it's very close to Reynolda
Hall," Dominick said.
The decision to close the lab was
made with no student input, and
computer users were notified of
the closing by a message that appeared when they logged on.
Senior Laura Belcher, the chairwoman of Poteat hall government,
said she was surprised that such a
decision was made without consulting students. "When I got word
of it, I got angry and .called the

Computer Center to find out what
was going on," she said.
After learning about the issue,
Belcher and senior Kim Magee, a
Poteat resident adviser also concerned about the closing, posted a
petition to keep the lab open. Three
days later, they went to see Ken
Zick, the vice president for student
life and instructional resources.
"Basically my concern was that
I wanted to voice the opinions of
the residents of Poteat," Belcher
said.
Magee presented the petition
with more than 120 signatures to
Zick. "The petition demonstrated a
pretty uniform expression of resolve, and one that I thoroughly

See Labs Page 3

Students tnust pay additional
fee to keep software package
Bv BRIAN J. UzwlAK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Students will have to pay an additional fee to keep
some of the software on their IBM ThinkPads.
The university, through an institutional-use agreement, would hold the license to at least one software
package on the computers provided through the Plan
for the Class of 2000.
' In order to keep that software when ti1ey graduate,
students would have to pay a fee beyond the $3,000
tuition hike:
·
Jay Dominick, the director of information systems,
said, "The license has to make a physical transferral
... we didn't know that until August, so when we were
Greg lla)'e<
developing our cost models we didn't build in that we
would have to buy it twice."
The administration became aware of this problem
after it purchased a 500-user institutional license for
Coach Dave Odom goes di~cusses strategy with the team during a
the Microsoft Office suite of applications. ·
timeout in Monday's game against the University of Richmond
Office includes a wonl processor, a spreadsheet and
Spiders.
·
other applications and will probably constitute the
'---------.--------:--'-.;......;....._;..-....;..,__.. _-.;.;.··-·.-_-·_-.;.;. '----;.......;;'-__, · 'most~used''P~~kiige on the machines.
·

Strategy Session ·

The university purchased the software early in the
summer and installed it on the 280 ffiM ThinkPads
purchased mostly by freshmen. One hundred of those
are ir, the computer pilot program.
Dominick said that in Augusta Microsoft representative informed him that because the university held
the licenses these students would not be able to keep
the software.
Dominick is a member of the university team which
is negotiating a five-year deal with Microsoft for the
Windows 95 operating system and Office.
The university and Microsoft agreed to negotiate a
solution that would allow students to keep the software for which they had paid.
The students, though, have been in limbo since
receiving their machines in August- they have the
software, but still have not been given the license ..
Dominick said he expected yesterday to complete a
deal with Microsoft that would allow these students to
keep the software.
The deal was expected to give these students three
options:
See Sot"tware·Page·3-- · ·

Winding road: Plan 2000 changes course during its development
BY DANIEL DEAVER AND JENNIFER FOWLER
EDITORIALS EorroR AND AsSISTANT

NEWs EDITOR

· Itmay have started as a rather ambitious
suggestion in response to a faculty questionnaire about the future of the university.
·, "(The university) needs to develop a true
~am pus-wide computer network. This means
linking everyone and everywhere togetherstudents, staff and faculty, dorm rooms, offices, library, labs, classrooms, etc.," one faculty member wrote in February 1993.
1
"The university should eventually require
all students to buy a computer."
And in less than eight months, they will.
. The computer proposal, as it came to be
known, grew from an innocuous conception
to be debated in every Classroom in Tribble,
praised in Reynolda Hall, questioned in faculty meetings and written about in newspapers around the nation.
But it is only one of the 36 resolutions in the
document that will lead the university into the

next century. And it was virtually nonexistent
in the original discussion in 1993 about the
character of the university that led to the Plan
for the Class of 2000.
The problem faced by the Program Planning Committee at that
time: How to maintain
the character of the university in a financially
bleak near future.
"Wake Forest University, financially solid
yet constrained by limited resources in a world
of rapidly expanding
options, must know its
niche and focus its energies toward sustaining and enhancing excellence," wrote the PPC in its 1993 "Working Paper."
The tough choices about where money
could be saved and spent led to serious discussion, and serious disagreement, about the

character of the university.
The PPC, made up of I 0 faculty members,
three administrators and two students, began
its work in January 1993. A questionnaire
sent to the faculty in February, hearings held
in April and a visit to the
University ofNotre Dame
and Dartmouth College
helped the committee
identify areas of improvement for academic planning. These appeared in
the working paper, released to faculty Sept. 15
of that year.
One section of the
working paper contained
27 "Needs and Opportunities," one of which
was a need to invest in more up-to-date computer networks and technology. Most suggestions in this section were to expand the
university's network and make better use of
it. The cost of doubling the number of micro-

computers on campus was estimated at
$350,000.
.
But response to the paper at an all-faculty
retreat in October 1993 exposed other areas
of greater concern, including the controversial "Teacher-Scholar Ideal" to be included in
the university's statement of vision.
When asked to revise the statement of
vision and rank a series of 23 stratements in
order of their importance, 80 faculty members chose "teacher scholar" as second most
important. The phrase "rigorous academic
environment" ranked highest, and "Information Technology and Scientific Instrumentation" ranked 12th in the faculty's ranking of
importance.
The problems in finding a balance in the
responsibilities of professors between research
and teaching seemed to reflect other issues
that the faculty felt were most urgent. Lowering the teaching load, doubling faculty leaves,
maintaining small classes and identifying
university values were among the top six

needs or opportunities in another survey at the
·
retreat.
Doubling the microcomputers was ranked
18th out of 27 suggestions.
The next stage in the process was the formation and release of an interim report. The
most emphasized recommendation of the report was the addition of 40 new faculty members by the year 2005 and allowing faculty
more time with students, according to a March
17, 1994 article in the Old Gold and Black.
Recommendation 28 dealt with computerization, and included a suggestion that the
university consider requiring all freshmen
members of the class of 2000 to purchase a
personal computer.
"We need to ensure that computers play an
important role in education at Wake Forest,
so that the faculty are as efficient as possible
in their teacher-scholarroles and that students
leave Wake Forest with the necessary skills to
be successful in the highly technological
See Computers Page 3

;Martin Luther King Jr. Day celebration
planned to promote campus diversity
Bv ERIN KoREY
NHws PRouuc&toN Asstsa~··

, The office of multi-cultural affairs has planned a celebration of
Martin Luther King Jr. Day at 7 p.m. Monday in Pugh Auditorium. The theme of the celebration is "Beyond the Dream." The
night will feature several members of the university community
speaking about King's influence.
President Thomas K. Hearn Jr. will start off the night by
addressing the educational aspects of the night's theme. Chandler
~ee, the owner of Classic Cadillac in Winston-Salem, will
address the effects of the civil rights movement on the business
community. Alton Pollard, an associate proffessor of religion,
will speak on the issue of building international race relations.
•. Music will be performed by the gospel choir and the singing
group Racial Harmony. The ceremony will conclude with a
candlelight prayer led by Ed Christman, the university chaplain,
and J .C. Hash, the pastor of St. Peter's World Outreach Program.
"We want to see representaion from all ethnic backgrounds:
students, faculty and staff." said Barbee Myers-Oakes, the director of multi-cultural affairs.
The event is being planned by a university-wide committee for

committee chaired by Oakes.
The other members of the committee are Juliet Lowery, a
minority recruitment counselor; Joanna Iwata, the directorofthe
Benson University Center; Sylvia Bell, the associate director of
Student Health Services; Colette Taylor, a hall director; Sandra
Chadwick, the director of the Learning Assistance Program;
Jessica Pollard, the assoCiate director of career services and Ed
Christman, the chaplain.
The Black Student Alliance and Student Government are also
holding a program in celebration of Martin Luther King Jr. Day
7 p.m. Friday in Brendle,~cital Hall.
"The goal of the program is to promote diversity on campus.
Better race relations does not mean giving up your own heritage
to get along with others, but sharing our differences," sophomore
Tiffany O'Neal said.
Representatives from Alpha Phi Alpha, the Asian Student
Association and the Alliance for Racial and Cultural Harmony
will speak about what Ma1tin Luther King Jr. Day means to them
and why we celebrate his birthday, according to O'Neal.
Senior Ingrid Hoover and sophomore David Slade will give the
welcome. Music will be provided by freshman Cedron Williams
playing the violin, the gospel choir a~d Racial Han:nony.

Buying books
Graduate students Bethany Nowviskie and Amy Garrett purchase books in the
Campus Book store:

What's on your mind?

Grading the Professor

If you have questions, comments or story suggestions, call

Associate professor of music Dan Locklair's latest CD of

Ext. 5280 or send e-mail to comments@ogb.wfu.edu.
• For subscription or advertising information call Ext. 5279.

choral music reviewed, next week in the Old Gold and Black.
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AbSeDCe causes stir
Professor~

• SeW,or info ready to be checked

illness leaves students hanging

BY JIM ADAMS
CoNIIUIIUIINli Ru•oHu:K

Seniors who are candidates for graduation on
May 20, 1996 should confirm name, hometown,
degree and major by checking the lists posted by
Jan. 26 on the bulletin board outside the registrar's
office, Reynolda 110.
Please report any corrections to Hallie Arrington,
the associate registrar. All seniors are requested to
confirm their graduation requirements with
Arrington before the end of the add period on Jan.
31.
Seniors who were not enrolled on the Reynolda
Campus in Falll995 must complete an application
for graduation at the registrar's oftice by Friday.

• Intramural office seeks officials
There will be an informational meeting for students interested in officiating intramural basketball
games this semester at 6 p.m. Monday in Reynolds
Gym. Official positions will be paid.

• Racing buisness to be discussed
The Babcock Graduate School of Management's
Sports Management Club will sponsor the NASCAR
Business Forum from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Friday at
the school.
Pmential corporate sponsors have been invited to
attend and hear a four-member panel address management, marketing, legal and capital issues of
NASCAR licensing.
The forum features Don Hawk, president of Dale
Eamhardt Inc.: David Furr, an attorney for Dale
Eamhardt: Jeff Byrd. the vice president of Sports
Marketing Enterprises. a subsidiary of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.; and Joe Nemechek. the
NASCAR Winston Cupowner/driverforthe Burger
King car.
For more information on the forum, call Teri
Capshaw or Patricia Divine at 800-722-1622.

• Professor to give talk on Hitler
"Propaganda And Terror: Selling the Public 'Image' of Terror and Secret Police in Hitler's Dictatorship." a public talk by Professor Robert Gellately
of the University of Western Ontario, will be held
at 4:30p.m. Wednesday in Tribble C316.

• PREPAR seeking testimonials
fn anticipation of Tic A Yellow Ribbon Week,
Feb. 19-23. the Policy Group on Rape Education,
Prevention and Response invites all students to
consider writing a brief personal testimonial describing their feelings about a specitic incident of
rape or sexual assault. Tn the past, survivors of
sexual assault as well as people who love them
(friends, siblings, partners) have submitted poetry
or a narrative account of the assault and their
feelings about it.
Testimonials should be anonymous and may be
sent via campus mail to Betsy Taylor, University
Counseling Cenrer, P.O. Box 7838. 118 Reynolda
Hall. Selected testimonials will be read by PREPAR
facilitators at the annual Speakout at 7 p.m. Feb. 22
in Wait Chapel.

When a professor leaves in midsemester, it can often cause many
difficulties for students.
Students ofRamiro Fernandez, an
assistant professor of romance languages, experienced difficulties with
grades and testing last semester when
he left his post Oct. 11 for health
reasons.
At that time, Paul Escott, the dean
of the college, told students in
Fernandez' classes that it was doubtful he would return.
StLidents were to have different
substitute teachers from the
university's romance languages departmentand visiting professors from
other schools, Escott said.
Another university faculty member. Stanley Whitley. an associate
professor of romance languages,
composed a test for Fernandez' intermediate Spanish class.
Femandez had previously scheduled the test and infonned students
about it, students and Escott said.
However, because Fernandez had
been absent a week before. other
professors in the department taught
the class. Escott said.
Roughly half the material on the
test had been taught by Fernandez,
who had no input on the formulation

of the test, Escott said.
Escott said he responded to this
situation by giving the students the
choice of whether to count the test
toward their final grade.
The students had quizzes, homework checks and one test taken into
account for their grades prior to
Fernandez' departure.
As the situation complicated, these
intermediate-level Spanish students
were given the option to drop the
course, but few did so, Escott said.
After the test was administered, a
new professor, a native Spanish
speaker, was hired to teach the intermediate Spanish classes for the remainder of the semester. while
Kathleen Glenn. a professor of romance languages, took over
Fernandez' imroduction to Hispanic
literature classes. Escott said the situation with the Hispanic literature
class caused the greatest concern.
Due to the unique circumstances involved, these students were given
the option to drop the class after the
drop/add period without any grade
penalization.
Seven out of 31 students did so, he
said. Two students failed the class,
75 percent finished with a Cor better
and 40 percent received Bs and As.
'T m confident that Professor Glenn
did a very good job," he said.

Bryan Herring

Winter Wonderland
Senior Brian Bramer plays in the snow that fell last week during the "Blizzard of 96".

Students spend break experiencing poverty in India
B\"

GINNY GALLOWAY

CoNJil.lllUJJf\'Ci RI.I'UKTI~R

The sights, sounds, and smells of widespread poverty were a significant part of
the holiday break for a group of students
chosen to be City of Joy Scholars.
Eleven students traveled to Calcutta,
India, and spent two weeks working at the
homes for the poor established by Mother
Theresa. The students were accompanied
by Sam Gladding, a professor ofeducation
and assistant to the President.
While in Calcutta, the students lived in
the dorm-style rooms of the local YMCA.
Senior Sarah Lawlor. the group leader,
described their housing as safe, but as lowbudget as possible.
The group volunteered daily in homes
within walking distance of their accommodations. The volunteer work lasted from
8 a.m. until approximately l2:30p.m.each
day. After spending the first day of work
together at Prem Dan, the home for the
mentally and physically disabled, students

split up. They individually chose to work
at Prem Dan,orthe home for mentally and
physically disabled boys, or the local orphanage or at Mother Theresa's first home
for the dying and destitute. The volunteers' tasks included primary care work,
such as cleaning and shaving patients,
serving food and washing clothes.
Students who chose to volunteer at the
home for mentally and physically disabled
boys had an opportunity to play with the
home's residents.
In addition, each Sunday, the house becomes a place for children who live on the
street to bathe.
''The children are sprayed off by water
pumps and then allowed to brush their
teeth. We could only get the first layer of
dirt off the kids," Lawlor said.
·
Gladding, who volunteered with the students while in Calcutta, assisted Lawlor
with the arrangements for the trip and
worked continuously with the group in
order to ensure that it functioned well.
"The group functioned better than any

group with which I have been associated."
Gladding said.
"People really took care of each other,"
Lawlor said. "We laughed a lot." As group
leader, Lawlor shared what she had learned
from her experience on last year's City of
Joy trip. She stressed the importance of
fanning friendships early in the year, long
before the group reached India. The students attended a retreat during the fall
semester and then worked together to raise
money for their trip.
The City of Joy Scholars program is
largely funded by a grant from the Mary
Reynolds Babcock Foundation. The grant
did not cover all expenses, leaving each
student responsible for raising approximately $1 ,500 for his or her trip. The
group raised funds through a raffle and a
Serve-a-thon, in which they received
pledges from sponsors for volunteer work
at a Winston-Salem soup kitchen. Students also received money through personal fundraising with local Rotary groups,
churches, friends and family.

Group members viewed their volunteer
work in India as a way to discover humanity while learning about physical and spiritual poverty in Calcutta. "The trip was a
wonderful opportunity to see a little of
Calcutta and catch a glimpse of what ·
Mother Theresa is trying to do. I wouldn't '·
trade the ex~rience for anything," junior
Kate McKune said.
City of Joy Scholars had some difficulty
trying to reintegrate into American culture
after their unique immersion into the poverty of Calcutta. "It's hard to reconcile the
world of Wake Forest and that of India,"
sophomore Jackson Williams said.
Gladding described the readjustment ·
process as being not so much physical as
mental. He said he feels that everything · :
about the United States, and in particular ·· .
the university, and India are totally differ- · · ·
ent.
"Our level of affluence and, to some ·
degree, complacency greatly contrast wi~h•.'.·, •.
the poverty and desperation oflndian citi- ·.
zens," Gladding said.

Rush week proves fruitful for Greek System
BY JoE DoBNER
GRAl'Htcs

• Weather info sources revealed
For news about campus plans in the event of bad
weather, students will have a number of places to
turn for details. The university will provide radio
stations 88.5 FM WFDD and 600 AM WSJS with
timely updates on any campus closings, cancellations and delays due to inclement weather. No other
radio or television stations will announce the information.
Undergraduate students subscribing to voice mail
may call Ext. 4242 for broadcast messages. Benson
University Center's information desk also will provide information to all students - undergraduate
and graduate- who call Ext. 5255.
Students enrolled in university MBA programs
will have three numbers they may call. Full-time
students should call Ext. 5047. Evening and executive students should call Ext. 4584 or l-800-4286012.
Law school students will also have three numbers
to call. For information regarding classes, they
should call Ext. 5064 or Ext. 5065. For information
about the law school's library, they may call Ext.
5438.
Students are asked not to call Campus Police or
the radio stations to get information regarding closings.
Such calls, for instance, may delay emergency
calls to Campus Police. They may also make it
difficult for people to notify the radio stations of
closings and delays.

• Babcock school expands staff
Robin R. Ganzert, '87, has been named the director of administration of the Babcock Graduate School
of Management.
Ganzert will be responsible for budgeting and
analysis, administrative planning, building facilities management and food service at the graduate
school for business.
She joined the university staff in 1988 and has
previously served as assistant controller, chief accountant and internal auditor. She holds the Certified Cash Manager certificate.

• Professors given promotions
The Babcock Graduate School of Management
has promoted two faculty members.
Associate professor Frederick H. deR Harris has
been named associate dean for faculty affairs and
associate professor Charles R. Kennedy Jr. has
been named associate dean for academic affairs.
Harris will oversee faculty personnel, faculty
workloads and research support, while Kennedy
will be responsible for coordinating the school's
programs. curriculum planning and teaching support.

Sophomore Amy Pyles and junior Renee Davis hang up the Tri Delta sorority pictures in the
Kitchin House lounge in preparation for rush week.

WAKE WATCH
My new athletic pass for the spring
semester has not arrived in my post
office box yet. Where is it? Can I still go
to basketball games with my old one'!-

J.F.
According to the athletic ticket office,
all athletic passes were given to the post
office at the same time. The post office,
however, experienced computer difficulties that prevented all the passes from
being sorted and distributed. The snow
closings at the post office and the Martin
Luther King Jr. holiday have also slowed
the process, but the remaining athletic
passes were sorted Wednesday.
It is too late now, but basketball tickets
were distributed to old pass holders this
week.
If you have not received your new pass

•

by Friday. contact the athletic ticket office
to verify you are on their list.
What is going on with all the construction on south campus? When will it be
finished? -M.W.
The construction you are talking about
could be one of two things. The construction in front of Babcock and Luter residence halls is the result of a water main
break last week. The leak has been repaired, but all of the mud from the melted
snow is preventing clean-up. According to
J .L. Bolt, Facilities Management construction supervisor, the hole will be covered
and sod planted as soon as weather permits.
The mess in front of Bostwick and
Johnson residence halls is another matter
entirely and construction will soon reach

The shouting overheard on the
Quad Tuesday night was not because of a basketball game. Soror·
ity bids had just gone out, and rushees were understandably excited.
"Rush is the process of mutual
selection in which sororities acquire
new members," said junior Karen
Baker,the vice president and rush
chair woman of the Panhe!lenic
Council and a member of Delta
Delta Delta sorority.
Rushees and sorority members
were originally scheduled to return
to campus Jan. 10 to begin the Rush
process, so Rush would not conflict
with classes. The snowstorm delayed some participants, so the
Panhellenic Rush Council decided
to postpone Rush by one day.
Of the 324 rushees this spring,
300 received bids, which were
scheduled to go out Monday but
were pushed back one day to allow
for a complete Rush process. "I
think it went smoothly despite the
weather problems," Baker said.
During sorority Rush, rushees attend parties hosted by the different
sororities. On each night of Rush,
all sororities host parties. Rushees
are required to attend all parties on
the first night. Invitations to return
are issued the following day, and

the gymnasium and Kitchin House. The
south chiller loop is being constructed to
provide air conditioning service to the two
dorms, and will extend northward to service Kitchin. Another chiller plant will
soon be constructed on an unknown site to
serve as a massive central air conditioner.
This ii: part of the three year plan to air
condition and renovate the dorms. Poteat
and Huffman houses gained central air
conditioning in the summer of 1994; Taylor, Efird and Davis houses last summer;
and Bostwick, Johnson and Kitchin will
this summer.
Again, the weather is slowing the work
and Bolt says construction is difficult in
the snow, mud, and rain. Facilities Management and all the subcontractors apologize for the inconvenience.

the next night rushees may attend as many as five parties. The
same process occurs the next
.·
day, withrusheesattendingup)u
~
three parties, and then two on the ··,
next night.
: '
At this point, the rushee qecides the order of preference of
the two final sororities she wishes ··
to join. Sorority alumni then attempt to determine to which of
the two sororities the rushee is
most suited.
Although in previous years sorarity Rush has begun before ...'
classes, this is the first semester._,,;\
in which it has been completed '· •·
before classes begin.
Fraternity Rush began after a
Rush m~eting Wednesday. Sign
up was Monday and Tuesday.
Fraternity Rush differs sign ificantly from sorority Rush. There
are more fraternities, making attending parties for all of them
impossible.
This spring, rushees are re- .
qui red to attend formal smokers ~~
at three fraternities. Previously.~..::.
rushees had been required to aF }.;~
tend five formal smokers, buf ··
Inter-Fraternity Council president Patrick Clark said that the
change was made due to the perception that many rushees could
not be serious about joining five
fraternities.
~~·

Ermou

If you have a question about something on campus,
call the Old Gold and Black at Ext. 5280
or send e-mail to wake-watch@ogb.wfu.edu.

•..

•

By Lillian Nash

I was overseas last semester and ordered a WakeNet phone for my roommate and me. When we returned to
school last week, Telecom said they had
run out and now we are without a phone
and the computer capabilities we had
counted on. What can I do to get the
WakeNet phone?-S.B. & M.R.
The school ordered about 450 WakeNet
phones and surprisingly rented them all
first semester. Because of the dorm rewiring, this is the last year the units will be in
use, however. so Telecom is not ordering
any more. Carolyn Hall, of Telecom, assured me if students who rented the phones
first semester return them, you may rent
one. Otherwise, you are out of luck.
To gain the same computer capabilities,
you may purchase a modem and an ethernet
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~(lmputers
,

Separate process required
to procure computer funds

\'

'From Page 1
world," the PPGwrote in the interim report.
When the computer proposal became a
reality in Aprill995 as a part of the Plan for
the Class of 2000, it was the third costliest
item the plan behind an increase in faculty
salaries and 100 new small classes.
Wi!h the passage of the PPC plan, the
university's fate for the near future seems
decided. The plan has renewed the commitment :to small classes and strong professorstudent relationships, but the addition of a
high-profile computer plan has taken the spotlight. Judging from the Program Planning
Committee's record, the computer plan and
its orper recommendations will be implemented. The committee can boast that nearly
100 percent of previous suggestions have
been :completed, such as the renovation of
Salem Hall and the creation of the Master of
A1ts in Liberal Studies program, both initiated oy the 1986 PPC.
The only question, then, is how successful
the computer implementation will be. In a
series beginning this week, the Old Gold and
Black will examine several aspects of the
implementation of the Plan for the Class of
2000. The series will investigate issues such
as what software students will receive, how
other universities with similar programs have
fared, and the cost of the plan to students.
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Bv J, HuNTER TART
A~socJh.lli: :MANAOING EunoR

A recent memorandum has made it
clear that university departments are not
free to charge purchases of computers
against their own departmental budgets
but should seek funds through a separate
item in the university budget. •
According to a memorandum sent by
David Dyer, director of university stores,
to university departments in November,
all purchases of computers and printers
bydepartmen:smusthavepriorapproval
from John Anderson, the vice president
for finance and administration.
Dyer declined to comment on the
memorandum.
Anderson said the policy for computer
purchases has been the same for over a
decade. He said computers and physical
plant projects are two items of the university budget that are separately funded.
Departments can request funds for
computer purchases each year through
fonn G of the budget process, Anderson
said.
According to Anderson, the policy

Blizzard
"I didn't grow up around snow, but, strangely, when I get oct in
the snow, I forget my age; I wish I could get in that state more often,"
said Gentry, a native of southern California.
Not everyone was able to relax and enjoy the wintry weather,
however. The employees of Facilities Management were busy
scraping the roads and spreading rock salt on the ice.
Ac~ording to Bill Sides, the director of Facilities Management,
the university has an elaborate written snow plan that reassigns the
grounds crew and maintenance workers to snow removal.
These workers are categorized as essential workers for the univerS:ity and are required to come to work whenever the rest of the
university is closed.
The written plan divides the workers into teams that have specific
tasks to perform. The construction and grounds crew workers
concentrate on using the university's machinery while maintenance
crews shovel the sidewalks and spread de-icers on the icy spots.
The majority of the equipment used to clear the snow belongs to
the university. Facilities management contracted one scraper that
was already working on another project. Sides said that they did not
have afigure for the total cost of the clean-up but guessed that it was
a fairly substantial amount.
The workers began working Jan. 6 and continued throughout the

was restated so that departments would
not pursue funds for computers through
two different avenues. "We did not want
to get two separate processes going," he
said.
Anderson said departments should
seek these funds through form G and not
charge computer purchases against departmental budgets. He also said the
separation of computer funds from the
rest of the budget is necessary to maintain the integrity of the budget process.
Anderson said he is considering
whether departments should have some
discretionary money for computers. He
said, "Complicating it is the fact that in
addition the trustees allocated some startup money for the computer plan, which
is centrally allocated."
The funding policy is not intended to
cut off purchases ofMacintoshes or other
computers not included in the Plan for
the Class of 2000, Anderson said.
"Standardization is contained in the
faculty wording of the approv;.il of the
computer plan," Anderson said. The
budgeting policy conforms to the
faculty's wording, he said.

storm, Sides said. The early start allowed them to get most of the
roads and sidewalks clear before students returned to campus.
The Jack of students on campus and the quick work of physical
facilities prevented any snow and ice-related injuries from being
reported to Student Health Services.
"It's a little unusual," said Dr. Cecil Price, thedirectorofStudent
Health Services. "Usually injuries happen while the snow falls or
shmtly thereafter," he said.
The offices were not open during the snowfall but there have not
been any injuries since the students returned, Price said.
By Tuesday, sixty degree temperatures had turned the majority
of the white stuff on campus into a messy slush.
The snow left its calling card not only at Wake, but in a variety
of places.
Cities from Atlanta to Boston virtually shut down after heavy
snowfall made most roads and runways impassable. The majority
of airline flights into and out of the major East coast airports from
,
Jan. 6 until Jan. 8 were cancelled or delayed.
After the skies cleared, anywhere from four to forty-six inches
of snow covered the ground.
The lighter snows were recorded in central Georgia while nearly
four feet of snow buried the mountains of Virginia and West
Virginia.
Government jobs were shut down the day after Congress approved a short-term reprieve for the furloughed workers because
of the two feet of snow that covered the roads and railways. The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill was forced to cancel
classes for the first time since the Civil War.

Softw-are
From Page 1
··go to the bookstore and pick up a license
pack with no further charge.
• pay an upgrade fee to get the manuals
and license pack.
• wait until the end of the semester when
the university upgrades all existing
ThinkPads to Windows 95 and receive a
·
license with the upgrade.
This arrangement will not apply once the
computer plan is implemented this fall because students will not own the computers
until they graduate.
Dominick said he expects students who
wish to keep the software will have to pay

anywhere betwein $i5'~VS2so t<feither buy a
license or upgrad'e'tfte ~dfrware whtfn they graduate. This fee will vary from year to-yea{nased on
the software company's rates.
. •
He said he is not certain that the.univer'sityhas
an obligation to provide the software.
'Tm not sure that's appropriate. Once the computer has lefttheuniversity it becomes the student's
responsibility," he said.
He said he expects students to keep their computers for about four years after they graduate and
he expects they will want to upgrade and add to the
software on their own over that period.
The computer center has not developed a way to
make sure all students have either paid for or
removed the software from their machines.
"[don't have the support staff to be able to see
every machine before a student leaves campus
with it," Domini~k said.

Labs
From Page 1
agreed with," Zick said.
According to Zick, the Computer Center is housed in "terrible conditions," but consultation with students and Residence Life and Housing was
imperative before a decision to
close the Poteat lab was made.
"The decision was precipitous,"
he said.
Zick recommended to
Dominick that he reconsider the
decision, and Dominick agreed
to keep the Poteat lab open for
at least one more semester. "I've
only had this job for a short
time, and Ken gave me some
goodadvice.Ishouldhavetaken
the students' view more into
consideration," Dominick said.
The computer center does
plan to begin phasing out some
of the labs in the coming years,
since freshmen will eventually
be issuedThinkPads. There will
still be a need for such things as
printing services. but labs will
not be as important.
Also, by the end of the sum·
mer every desk and each residence hall room will be wired
for network access.
For the next few years,
though, Dominick promises that
the labs will not he neglected.
"We will do our best to provide
adequate and even improved
labs until all students have been
issued ThinkPads," he said.

Frosty on the Quad
A snowman stands tall afterthe Blizzard of'96.
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INTERESTED IN
$41,000 FOR
SCHOOL?
Every year Army ROTC awards thousands of merit based scholarships
to qualified students around the country and right here in your
school. These scholarships pay most tuition, as well as books, lab
fees and an allowance up to $1,500 a year. ROTC provides hands
on ~eadership training. Valuable training that prepares you for a
military or a civilian career.

.,

TBE SMAJtTESTOOLI.EGE
C01JRSEY011CU 'JUE.

ROTC is open to freshmen and sophomores without obligation and
requires about four hours per week. There is no obligation until
your junior year. and that means there is no reason not to try it out

now .

. AN ARM:Y ROTC SCHOLARSHIP IS WORTH UP
TO $41,000 AT WAKE FORE~T. CALL CPT
JEFF MARQUEZ AT x4546 OR TY MUNSON
AT 725-8460 FOR MORE INFORMATION .
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Martin Luther King
Performing Arts
Celebration
Come ioin us for music, daiHe,
and poetry perfonned by WJ.U.
students

Friday, Jan. 19, 1996
8 p.m. Brendle Recital Hall
AdmiSsion Free
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Movie attendance declines

WoRLDWIDE
'I I

' I''

Poar turnout farces Student Union to cut back on showings

, , •, I

'"

• Texas child taken from home

Nrws EmroR

Sunday on campus is a day students spend sleeping,
relaxing or catching up on homework and doing the studying neglected on Friday and Saturday.
Ho~ever, they have not been spending their Sundays
watchmg Student Union films in Pugh Auditorium, according to junior Kate Ternoney. the chairwoman of the Student
Union film committee.
Attendance figures. which sometimes dipped into the
single digits for Sunday matinee shows last fall, have
prompted the film committee to cut back the movie schedule. Temoney said. But the committee is hoping these
changes will better serve student needs and lead to increased attendance, she said.
As part of the changes, Monday night movies have been
cancelled and one Sunday night showing has been discontinued. Also, only one movie will now be shown on
Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday nights, and the times of
the movies have been changed on weekends to 7 p.m. and
!0 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays and 7 p.m. only on
Sundays. Temoney said.
The lack of student interest was a leading factor in the
decision to cut back movie showings, Ternoney said.
"People just aren't corning to the movies, so we decided
\to apply the old law of supply and demand that says if you
show the movie less more people will come," she said.
Late night films are also a thing of the past, but for a
different reason.
Temoney said that because of the closing of the Benson
University Center at midnight, there had been some problems with theft due to students and members of the community being in the building after midnight attending the

• Muslim Terrorists Sentenced
NEW YORK -The sentencing of 10 Muslim
terrorists began yesterday after they were convicted of a string of "urban terrorism." The terrorists were convicted of planning to bomb the
United Nations. several tunnels and bridges and
the assassination of Egyptian president Hosni
Mubarak.
The tirst terrorist was sentenced to 35 years in
prison. The other terrorists have yet to be sentenced.
The trial is considered to be the biggest terrorism trial in U.S. historv. The men are also accused of being involved with the 1994 World
Trade Center bombing. They are believed to
have helped plot the bombing

"'
Campus Police officers stopped two individu- -~
als found looking into vehicles Dec. 14 in Lot Q,.'·
near Scales Fine Arts Center, and turned thein
over to the Winston-Salem Police Department. ..
City police had been attempting to locate the two
to serve arrest warrants on them.

movies. Therefore, the committee decided to end all of the
movies before midnight.
"We wanted to pick rimes that were easy to remember
and that would have the movies over by midnight," she said.
Money also played a role in the decision to change the
movie schedule. Although SU provides the films as a
service to the student body and does not expect to make a
profit. the movies do need to make some money to help
defray some of the cost, Temoney said.
SU chose to save money by eliminating poorly attended
films rather than by raising the admission price. SU hopes
to increase attendance for the showings of The Bradv
Bunch Movie this weekend and Clueless next weekend by
offering a special admission price of $1, Temoney said.
She said her committee has been responding to student
opinion and feedback, especially that obtained through a
student survey conducted at the College Book Store, during
book purchases last semester during registration.
The film committee found out what nights students were
most likely to go see a movie and where they were likely to
see it, and used this information to plan the film schedule,
Temoney said.
For example, she said the committee found that many
people missed the movies shown during the week because
they were only shown twice, and hopes to rectify this
problem by showing only one movie during the week for
three successive days.
SU is offering organizations and faculty the chance to
present their own films or other programs in Puoh Auditorium on Monday nights in place of SU-sponsor~d movies.
Any campus organization can contact Gail Newport in
the Student Union office to reserve the space, and will not
have. to pay for the space but it will have to pay for the
movte.

BY BRI,\N DIMMICK

TEXAS- A nine-year-old was abducted while
riding her bike near her house in Arlington.
Texas Sunday. A 78-year-old man saw Amber
Hagerman pulled off her bike into a black pickup truck and taken away.
The pol ice have given up a ground search and
have now broadened their search to the whole
nation. The FBI is sifting through tips phoned in
from around the country.
The pol ice questioned both parents and friends.
They say they do not believe the family was
involved.
Local companies are offering a $15.000 reward for her safe return.

• Vehicle snoopers arrested

.J

,',,
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THEFT-A student's bicycle valued at
was stolen from outside Student Apartments between 6 p.m. Dec. 12 and 4:30p.m. Dec. 13: A.
'
cable lock securing the bicycle was cut.
Campus Police is investigating the theft, reported Dec. 14, of a university employee's
card, apparently from a mailbox in the campus
post office.
A student lost more than $300 Dec. 29 after
accidentally leaving the cash on a university store counter top for approximately an hour.
Compact discs and cash were stolen from a..~
student's vehicle between 4 p.m. Dec. 14 and:'~
noon Dec. 15. The compact discs and case were;;:
valued at$470; $8 in cash was taken. The incident'·
occurred in Lot J, near Collins Residence Hall. '
Automobile ownership and vehicle documents·
were stolen and a window broken on a student's .
vehicle in Lot Q between II :30 p.m. Dec. I 0 and ·
4:56p.m. Dec. 12.
..
Stereo equipment valued at $289 was stolen '
Jan. II from a student's vehicle in LotS, near the .
F~culty Drive entrance to Reynolda Gardens. A ; ,
wmdow was broken in the incident.
,
Someone attempted to steal a television Jan. I ::
from a Graylyn Conference Center lounge. The '·
television was found outside a conference center ,
building on a wall.
·:

• Deadly Virus Found in China

DAMAGE- A window pane in an exit door at
Bostwick Residence Hall was discovered broken
Dec. 12.
A sliding door on the student shuttle van wa~
found dented Dec. 12.
A Reynolda Hall door was damaged in an
apparent break-in attempt between Jan. 5 and Jan.

CHINA- Aseveretlu virus thatspreadsquickly
and causes severe illness and death has been
found in a remote part of China.
Scientists believe it starts in ducks and pigs in
remote areas of the world and then spreads to
humans. They are calling this a pandemic due to
its fast moving nature
The world has seen live flu pandemics in the
last century. The worst was the flu of 1918 that
killed 550.000 Americans. Anyone born after the
last large pandemic in 1968 is susceptible to the
deadly flu virus.
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MISCELLANEOUS- A barricade belonging to .
a construction company was found in Bostwick
Residence Hall Dec. 17 and returned to the com- .':
pany.
.
An item designed for smoking controlled sub- :
stances was discovered in a Student Apartments
room Dec. 17. The incident has been referred to
Harold Holmes, the dean of student services. . .
An underage' student under the influence of ·::
alcohol was discovered lying on a couch in Kitchin .','
House Sunday. The incident has been referred to
the dean.

• Court allows air bag law suit

1

'

WASHINGTON- The Supreme Court refuses
to stop a lawsuit against Ford Motor Company
for failing to install air bags in cars sooner than
they actually did.
Ford did not actually begin to manufacture cars
with air bags until 1989, although they have been
available since the early '70s.
Experts believe that similar suits will follow.

Greg Bayer

And the band played on
The band plays for the basketball game against University of Richmond Monday night.
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Campus Police handled 100 calls between ..
Dec. II and Sunday, including 30 incidents and·.
70 service requests.
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BY JENNIFER FORT AND LISA MARTIN
CoNnunUliNG RFJ'ORTER AND S1~1oR. R.El'ORIER

n endowing her foundation with $12
::
million in 1953, Mary Reynolds Babcock
i. left only the instructions that the money
!be used to benefit the well being of mankind.
!1n ensuing years, this vague mandate has
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to allow itself extra time for self-evaluation.
"If we were going to do more than just a cursory
look, we had to consider the time involved," said
Sandra Mikush, the assistant director of the foundation.
Normally, the foundation has two grant cycles a
year, during which about 400 groups apply.
However, in 1993 the foundation invited.only a
select group of about 40 dependent organizations to apply for
grants.
Those groups who were
dependent on the foundation for
continued operations received
support.
"We erred on the side of
inclusion," Mikush said of the
abbreviated grant cycle.
During the time off, Dorman,
Mikush
her staff and the board of directors
developed a multi-faceted goal in
the form of a five year plan to make the mission of the
foundation more focused.
The tenets of this goal include inve~ting in the
development of organizations, creating new approaches
to community problem solving and encouraging
grassroots leaders.

..
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;developed into more specific goals as the foundation's
iendowment has increased to nearly $59 million.
; Recently, the foundation has refocused its direction
:under the leadership of Gayle Dorman, who came to
lthe foundation in 1993. Dorman replaced 25-year
:director
William Bondurant. She was hired by the
.
jboard of directors with the idea of change in mind.
: "I had a strong sense of the foundation fundamentally
ibeing on the right course, they just wanted to change
.their trajectory," she said.
\ Under Bondurant, the foundation operated in three
; issue-oriented focus areas: early childhood develop:ment, government accountability and environmental
~concerns.
·

;A
legacy of openness
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The organizational development phase of the fiveyear plan is well underway.
Instead of giving one-year project grants, the
foundation is making three-year commitments for
specific work that will develop a particular organization.
"We used to make a grant and then disappear,"
Mikush said.
1
"Now we convene the grantees once a year so they
can dig in and share what the issues are."
Last year, the foundation sponsored a two-day
workshop where the grantees could gather together and
share their interests in developing their organizations.
"We provided access to technical assistance,"
Mikush said.
"The workshops enabled them to create an understanding of the capacity of each other."

A· community approach
The community problem-solving aspect of the plan
involves a very different sort of support from the
foundation.
Rather than individual groups applying for separate
grants, a coalition of groups in a community joins
together to apply for a grant from the foundation.
"We would fund an effort to bring all of these
different groups together, so we're not just supporting
non-profits," Mikush said.
The first community development grants will be
given out next year.
"Our role is to evoke people's visions for themselves, their organizations and their communities, and
to support their quest for new levels of creativity and

The planning stages
, In order to develop a plan of action, the foundation
a one-year reprieve from its intensive grant cycle

~pok

SENIOR REl'ORThR

In fact, the original 300 acre tract
of land from the Reynolds estate
that serves as the main campus was

• Mary Reynolds Babcock's

I

. 1 ..

~ffiliation with the university runs
~eep.

,. Not only has her foundation
given numerous grants to the
university over the years, she
herself was involved with the
:. planning of the construction of the
ri~\>.? campus in Winston-Salem.
.o;,Both Mary Babcock and her
6usband, Charles Babcock, were on
tfle board of directors of the Z.
~mith Reynolds Foundation during
the years of the planning for Wake
~orest College's move from Wake
~orest to Winston-Salem.

...

"In her gracious and
unassuming manner, she
never drew attention to
herself or magnanimous
benefactions."
Harold W. Tribble
Presidcmt. 1950-1967

donated by the Babcocks.
The Babcocks were also on an

advisory board that planned the
Winston-Salem campus, so they
were intricately involved in the
move from Wake Forest.
Mary Babcock did not live to see
the completion of the new campus,
however. She died on July 17,
1953, when the campus was in the
midst of its planning and construction stages.
Harold Tribble, who was
president of the university in the
1950s and 1960s, said later that
Mary Babcock's presence would be
sorely missed.
"In her gracious and unassuming
manner, she never drew attention to
herself or magnanimous benefactions. Indeed she studiously

;r~1e '~alterlfall near Reynolda Gardens has always been a place for students to relax and observe nature. The
U":a!rrb!ns. the surrounding woodlands and Reynolda Village were all gifts to the university from the Babcock
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New blood

I

Mary Reynolds Babcock, the daughter of
tobacco king R.J. Reynolds, died in 1953. But her
legacy lives on at the university. Both Mary
Babcock and her husband, Charles, were on the
board of the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation,
which in 1946 proposed that the university move
to Winston-Salem.
The initial gift of land to the university
consisted of part of the Babcock estate, and
Charles Babcock established the Mary R.
Babcock Foundation when she died in 1953.
Charles Babcock led the foundation until the
1970s, when William Bondurant, a director from
outside the family, took over. In 1993, Gayle
Dorman's tenure began .

The foundation is still studying the grassroots
leadership development portion of the plan. The latest
annual report states that the program will support new
and emerging leaders. Two new board membe_rs are
examples of this type of leader. One brings experience
with youth programs, and the other has worked
extensively with agricultural programs.
"They have hands-on experience at the grassroots
level that the family members don't have," Mikush
said .

Bolstering diversity
One of the beliefs that the family members share is
that the board of directors be diverse and qualified.
The two new board members have strengthened
these qualities. The goal in hiring these AfricanAmericans was to help diversify the board both racially
and geographically as well as to bring new expertise to

Guiding grant recipients

During Bondurant's tenure, the foundation main'tained the goal of being open to many different groups.
;· At that time, the foundation gave one-year project
!grants on a national scale to groups like the Center on
!Budget and Policy Priorities in Washington, D.C., the
1Children's Express in New York and the Citizen's
:Clearinghouse for Hazardous Waste in Arlington, Va.
; "If we don't fail 10 percent of the time, we aren't
1taking enough risk. If we don't, who will? Congress
:won't, and you and I don't have enough money to do
it," Bondurant said in an article published in the
"winston-Salem Journal April 12, 1992 titled "Foundation Investments Serve Community."
"To some degree, the harder
it is for an organization to get
money from traditional sources,
the more we ought to listen to it,
just to be sure they've had their
day in court," he said.
.. . . ... )V.hen Dorman WiJ.S hired,
she concluded froin her one-hour
meetings with each member of the
board of directors that they shared
the common goals of wanting to
achieve greater coherence, more
1
depth and greater impact for the foundation.
;. "I saw it (working for the foundation) as a real
9pportunity to come home and to work with a board
that has a reputation for progressive thinking in
philanthropy," Dorman said.

BY LISA MARTIN

shared responsibility," said Dorman's executive
director's message in the 1994 Annual Report.

"Every family foundation board meeting
is like Thanksgiving dinner, except you're
giving away $3 million."
Gayle Dorman
Diroclor. Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation

the board, Mikush said.
Although Dorman, her staff and the board of
directors have overcome many obstacles in redirecting
their mission, Dorman said that the challenge was
typical with such a mandate for change.
"The positives far outweigh the challenges because
of the quality of (Bondurant's) work," she said. "The
staff that was here was excellent."

Southern focus
Part of the foundation's new course is an intensified
focus on groups in the Southeast. Previously, the
foundation had distributed grants nationally, rather than
regionally.
'
"The heart of the Babcock Foundation's plan of work
is a commitment to community as the locus for
addressing poverty, racism and other conditions that
hinder the development of our region and its people,"
according to the foundation's 1994 Annual Report.
"We spent a year studying the Southeast, and out of
that project came the specifics of the program,"
Dorman said.
The larger goal of the new plan is for the foundation
to become more strategic in giving out grants while not
limiting its scope.

avoided public recognition of her
leadership in philanthropy, and yet
the impact of her generosity upon
the total program of Christian
education that is beir.g promoted by
Wake Forest College will be felt for
centuries to come," Tribble wrote.
"The Wak~ Forest College of the
future will always bear the imprint
of her gracious manner and
unselfish leadership."
In addition to the donation of the
land for the main campus, in
February 1958 the Mary Reynolds
Babcock Foundation and Charles
Babcock gave to the college
Reynolda Gardens, $40,000 in cash
and 3,000 shares of Reynolds stock.
In giving this gift, the foundation
stated, "It is the purpose and desire
of· the grantors to enhance the
educational facilities of Wake
Forest College, particularly in the
field of botany. and to enhance the
cultural services which Wake
Forest College is now rendering to
the community and to the state, and
to establish Reynolda Gardens of
Wake Forest College."
Additional gifts given during the
1960s from the Mary Reynolds
Babcock Foundation to the university include 100 acres for the
expansion of the gardens and the
13.5 acres and buildings that make
up Reynolda Village.
The foundation also gave the
university $3.5 .nillion in land to
strengthen the holdings of the
library.
In addition, the foundation
granted money to the university for
the enhancement of such programs
as foreign languages, Asian studies,
physics, biology and chemistry.
The foundation has made several
grants to the library, including one

Source: Th~ History of JYakr Forrst Collrxr!, vol. IV. by Byn1un Shaw

"It's been the tradition of the foundation to be very
open," said Mikush. "Now, we are going with the
belief that people in communities and organizations
know what they need. The strategies are more specific.
but have remained open."
Under the five-year plan, the course of the foundation is charted for the next four years, but the board
will conduct a mid-course look in late 1997.
In 1999, the foundation will conduct a formal
evaluation and do an environmental scan to determine
its direction from that point, Dorman said.

Family ties
Although Dorman was a catalyst for the new fiveyear plan, the board of directors has always been very
active in determining the direction of the foundation.
Because it is a family foundation, many of the members of the board have shared beliefs and values.
"The impact (of the family) is that there are people
on the board who knew (Mary Reynolds Babcock), and
almost everyone knew Charlie Babcock," Dorman said.
"They carry in their heads and their hearts what are
family values for them that are reflected in the foundation."
The makeup_~f t~e fatpily members on the board has
changed over the years, but l:iley".fiave"riotiosi: touch
with the original values instilled in the family by Mary
Reynolds Babcock.
From the 1950s to the 1970s, Charlie Babcock led
the foundation. In the '70s, the generation of the
founder's children came of age, according to Mikush.
From the '70s to the early '90s, former director
Bondurant headed the group.
Now the grandchildren of Mary Reynolds Babcock
are taking the reins.
The family board members enjoy convening at the
board meetings, not only to conduct business, but also
to socialize, according to Dorman.
"Every family foundation board meeting is like
Thanksgiving dinner, except you're giving away $3
million," Dorman said.

Babcock and her foundation made these gifts to the university:

Buildings and land
Western Electric property
Main campus
Reynolda Village property. buildings
Reynolda Gardens property, greenhouses. woods
Site for Groves Stadium
Lots for faculty homes

$3.5 million
$1.3 million
$700.000
$678.000
$200.000
$91.000

Cash grants
Reynolda Gardens endowment, improvements
Law school scholarships, professorships
Asian Studies program
Babcock Residence Hall
Winston Hall
IBM computer
Dean's academic fund
Reynolda Village improvements
Boiler conversion from coal to gas
Language lab
Physics lab equipment
Honors program

Grand total

$262.157
$116.000
$76.500
$50,000
$40,000
$29.407
$26.924
$17.909
$16,000
$12.000
$10.840
$7,500

$7.1 million
Source: 11u·llistory of nakr Fart'tt C.ollrgc•. vnl.lV, b~· Bpmm Shaw

that provided for a switch to the
Library of Congress cataloguing
system.
When a new women's residence
hall was completed in 1962 with the
help of $50,000 from the Babcock
Foundation, it was named for the
woman who had given much of her
talents and money to the improvement and expansion of what was
~-

once a small college in Wake
County.
Indeed, if not for Mary Reynolds
Babcock, there likely would be no
Reynolda campus.
l11jimnation fur this storv was taken

hlmk:-

.fi"om B.wwm· Shaw's
The
History of Wake Forest College,
vol. IV. -

-
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Computer plan
still has problems
The Plan for the Class of2000
is moving closer to its implementation date, and is beginning to
face several obstacles that could
prevent its smooth execution.
A recent article in the Old Gold
and Black claimed that members
of administration and bookstore
employees had broken the law
by not following proper licensing procedures.
The article and statements in
the Editorials section gave the
impression that half of Reynolda
Hall would soon be in jail for
these errors. This was overstated.
Apparently, after Microsoft
pointed out the problem, there
was an informal agreement that
enabled the university to distribute the software.
As a result of that incident, the
university realized that students
will have to pay a$15 to$250fee
for any software they wish to
retain upon graduation.
This fee was not mentioned
when the plan was initially conceived and seems to be indication that the computer plan has
not been well planned. The result
of this deficiency has been hassles
to students and additional costs
that will take the university further away from its best-buy tradition.
A $250 one-time fee may initially seem to be no big deal after all, the entire plan will cost
$3.000 extra in tuition every year.
However, this fee is representative of the fact that the plan has
not been well organized. Apparently. no one had considered possible licensing fees that would
entail additional costs before they
approved the plan. Who knows
what else has been forgotten?

To this end, however, the school
must be praised for one thing: the
point of the pilot program was to
discover the flaws in the plan and
adjust the plan accordingly.
Obviously, it was a necessary
idea and good is coming from it.
However, because of the complexity of the computer plan, odds
are there are many more problems.
Further analysis is definitely
needed, and results should be released. The university cannot forget that students who will not be
involved directly in the Plan for
the Class of 2000 will still be involved through exposure to it and
to the effects of the plan on current
computer facilities.
If the rest of the flaws discovered during the pilot program or
subsequent studies require additional funds from the students who
will already be facing the largest
tuition increase in this university's
history, however, the plan may cost
more than it is worth.
This leads to another concern: is
this licensing fee merely the beginning? One of the nicer features
of this university has always been
that additional fees are included in
the tuition. Students don't pay for
basketball tickets, cable television
or the usual activity fees.
The addition of the licensing fee
is necessary if it is a legal requirement, but that does not mean it is
desirable as a precedent.
One conclusion can be drawn
from these problems: the proper
research and planning were not
done before the computer plan was
initiated. Now that almost a year
has passed since the approval of
the plan, the time has come for
more serious analysis to prevent
future debacles.

University right to
keep Poteat lab
It seems that students have regained at least some semblance of
a voice in school policies. It was
recently suggested that the university should close the Poteat
computer lab to give space to the
incoming computer support staff.
When students protested through
petition and other forms of complaint, the university changed
plans and decided to leave the lab
open.
In an era of what seems to be
increasing authoritative stances by
the university, this could be considered a step in the right direction, back toward a university that
allows students to have a voice in

Nazis, hate groups take speech too far

L

The Oklahoma City bombing is another. The
ast month, Fayetteville became a focus of MATTHEW GILLEY
anti-government network of former soldiers that
world and national attention after white
produced bomber Timothy McVeigh closely mirsupremacists murdered two black residents. SruoENT CoLUMNIST
rors the network of Neo-Nazi organizations in the
What made the event particularly unique was that
the two murderers were soldiers stationed at nearby national unity. America is at a point in its history armed forces. Obviously, allowing these groups
Fort Bragg and were in possession of Nazi and where the animosity between its various ethnic protection under the First Amendment has had
groups is dangerously high.
serious consequences for public safety.
other hate literature and several Nazi flags.
Neo-Nazis and white supremacists feed off of
Recent findings have revealed that such disThis should be the most compelling reason for ·
turbing activities are all too common in today's this division and conflict. Their pursuit of a "mas- containing the literature and propaganda that fuel :
their beliefs in the inferiority of these movements. Nazis, white supremacists and
armed forces. The /':lew Republic reported in its ter race" and
I
''
others encourage violence and seek to deJanuary I issue that there is "a flourishing
stroy the very rights which currently pro-·subculture of white terrorists within U.S.
military ranks." In addition to the Nazis, white supremacists and others encourteet them, primarily free speech. The United
Fayetteville ·murders, the article examines
States has beenadmirably devoted to protecting free speech throughout its history.
the influence of this subculture on the Okla- age violence and seek to destroy the very rights
The controversy that usually swirls around
homa City bombers, who became sympawhich currently protect them, primarily free
the interpretations of the First Amendment
thetic to similar causes while in the army.
masks the fact that few countries have tried
This phenomenon provides an interest- speech.
ing dilemma for the United States. Despite
harder or done better to ensure the right of ·
the obvious problems ofhaving such people
free expression. However, experience with ·"
in the military, the Army's hands are tied.
Nazis, white supremacists and others shouldBecause every American is granted the right to Africans, Jews, Asians and Hispanics promise to demonstrate that, in this instance, an admirable ·
free speech, any soldier professing to hold the fracture America's inherently diverse population devotion to free speech can be self destructive.
beliefs of Nazism or white supremacy cannot be even further.
These groups are being fostered under the procensured, condemned, criticized or held in quesAt a time when the nation needs to find solidar- tection of rights which they wish to deny to a great
tion at all. The same is true for any American in ity in its population, America must be wary of number of others. Furthermore, the rights which· ·
those who deny the importance of a great percent- they wish to destroy are at the foundation of
any walk of life.
However, the disturbing nature of these con- age of its citizens. A more tangible and threaten- American society.
victions leads many to question whether these ing consideration, though, is public safety. AlAt some point, in the interest of public safety
people should be sheltered underneath the First most as a rule, Neo-Nazi, skinhead and white and national unity, the actions and words of these
Amendment. A decision must be made to defend supremacist groups are violent organizations.
organizations will have to be monitored and conthe rights of people whose purpose is to underTheir messages are transmitted by force, and tained. The United States cannot allow those
mine the foundation of those rights or deny fun- the Fayetteville murder is a particularly heinous committed to destroying its ideals of freedom to
damental rights to the Americans in these groups. example of a violent trend sweeping across the subsist by taking advantage of the good graces of
An immediate consideration in this dilemma is nation.
those ideals.

Life offers many reasons to celebrate

F

abulously,oh, fabulously, the
snow cascaded before the enlightened eyes of a first-time
witness. With childish joy he
watched the mist of his breath appear before him for the first time.
"I cannot believe I am here!" he
shouted to no one in particular, unable to contain his excitement to be
in Winston-Salem at the university.
Through the verbalized amazement of the two Salvadoran students visiting the university for half
of this semester, I am gratefully
reminded of how fortunate I am to
be a part of this community.! feel a
high beyond any describable sentiment through witnessing their brilliant joy.
I have developed a humble pride
in the students, faculty and administration who have reached out towelcome these students.
Every new meeting ends with, "If
I can do anything to help, please
don't hesitate to call." Never so vividly have I seen the best of Wake

longing to feel loved and needed. By that as humans we are unconditionLAURA WILSON
- - - - - - - - - - - - - supplying a need and being appreci- ally bound by a passion to help our
SruonNT CoLUMNisT
ated for it, we fulfill that basic de- fellow man.
In the endless quest for self-unsire. Helpful efforts provide even
Forest.
further self-satisfaction when they derstanding, this insight supplies one
When there is a need to be met, the alleviate another's fear associated answer to why we roll out of bed
each morning, talk with the person
community comes together like well- with the unsatisfied need.
Empathizing with this sentiment, standing next to us in the Benson
cut puzzle pieces fitting perfectly to
complete a harmonious scene. There we are compelled to provide assis- food line, or laugh at our 8 a.m.
professors' ridiculous jokes.
is a greater lesson here, however, tance to those needy, or we are faced
This crazy experience called life
than simply the lending of a helpful with the consequence of feeling that
reeks of everyday
hand. The university
situations which,
mirrors much of
unless we strive to
society's response to
comprehend their
need. A lost wanderer Through the verbalized amazement of the two
occurrence, seem
in need of direction of- Salvadoran students visiting the university for half
boringly normal.
ten easily finds a local
Fortunately,
expert to point the way. of this semester, I am gratefully reminded of how
these Salvadorans
Blizzard-trapped fortunate I am to be a part of this community.
have
unconNortheastern neighbors
sciously showed
shoveled and plowed
me that basic huone another's driveman trait so awesomely present at
ways and dug· out _the snowbound we are bad people.
cars of strangers. For largely explainSuch positive thoughts casta glim- Wake Forest, so that I may gloriable reasons, need brings out the best mer of hope onto news most often ously shout, even as a second semester senior, "I cannot believe I.am
in people.
plagued with sensationalized negaAt the root of human nature is the tivity. We may feel secure knowing here!"

policies and decisions.
We can only hope that this type
of student control continues and
expands to allow students to have
a say in bigger issues, eventually
helping to make policies that will
guide the university in it future
development.
The success of student protest
also provides hope that students
will consider to take an interest in
universtiy events, and to continue
to protest against incidents that
would be detrimental to the university and to students' best interests.lt would be a welcome change
to a student body generally regarded as apathetic.

We have not forgotten, nor will we ever forget the tuition increases.
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Mad about her
Recently, the university literary
magazine came out. In it were the
works of some very talented poets
and prose writers.
One thing, however, has been
weighing on my mind since its publication. I will make this short and
simple. I wrote a poem in the magazine that was titled her. All in all, it

is a good poem worthy of publication.
The problem arises when I consider that I slapp.!d a pseudonym on
that work, and in doing so sold all of
you out.
I wanted to make someone gasp
and say, "Oh, my. Lesbianism is
thriving on this campus." That
mindset sold out you, lesbians, other
poets, professors and the like.
For this stupid decision I apolo-

'

gize. When you read that poem in
three to four ounces, you are no
longer reading a poem. You are reading a mindless, compromising tool,
just thrown in there on a whim to
subvert your paradigm.
That decision was mine, and I am
sorry for doing it. I would like to
thank those who called me on it.
Thank you for making me think.
Thank you for making me realize
what it means to be a poet.

I am always learning, and I take
your advice with great attention and
with pleasure because we are on our
way.
Thank you and at the same time, I
apologize. I leave with you a quote
from e.e. cummings:
"I'd rather learn from one bird how
to sing/ than to teach ten thousand
stars how not to dance." ·

Douglas Bryan C.·ets

.,
;
1
•
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Good poetry should not be restricted by politiCSl·SO'cie,ljr

T

''

,·

ime has passed and the issue at hand
is moldy at best, but student Knox
Robinson's column ("Gender deceit changes
poem," Dec. 7) can '.t go unchecked. Though the initial
debate over a single poem may be collecting dust,
poetry as an art form is eternal and always pertinent.
A brief refresher: Robinson found "her," a poem
.. printed in the most recent issue of the student literary
magazine three to jour ounces, "problematic" due to
its supp,osed objectification of women and the lesbian
flavor derived from its female pseudonym. In actuality, the work was penned by a male.
His objections arf! worth considering, and it is to his
credit that he encouraged discussion of the poet's role
in society. However, his words should be taken with;a
truckload of salt. His reasoning endangers the art of
poetry.
First, it is important to examine Robinson's critique
· of "her" before moving on to poetry as a whole. He
asserts that the author, "Natasha Vincent," portrays the
title character as a series of objects, encouraging objectificatiou of women.
Poets may present a picture as a series of objects, but
this does not necessarily invite objectification. Though
Vincent describes "her" partner's anatomy in frank
terms, there is no indication that the woman should be
seen as a sex object. The poem is narrow in scope -

If poetry is to "inform us on the human condition"
as
Robinson asserted, then poets need to be, first and
STUDENT CoLUMNISTS
foremost, honest. If they fly in the face of feminism,
lesbianism or any other "ism," they should fly with
courage, beauty and pride, and perhaps speckle such
Vincentdoesnotexplore the woman's virtues beyond the
institutions with wine-tinted droppings in the process.
sexual- but this does not mean that these virtues do not
The human condition is not always pretty; poets
exist.
should not feel pressured to censor themAs readers we are not privy to details outside
selves if they color outside the lines and
of a poem's scope. If anyone uses "her" as a
make things messy once in a while. Once
launching pad for discrimination against women,
poetry is to ''inform us on the human condition" as
poets conform to anything but inner vision,
so be i t - it is not the poet's responsibility to
they are destined for mediocrity. Those who
consider all the possible effects of his work. Robinson asserted, then poets need to be, first and forewould' direct poetry are guilty of conceit in
Rather, it is our responsibility to ignore it or to
the worst form.
most, honest. If they tty in the face of feminism, lesbianrespond to it if it offends us.
If a poetry "community" is forming on
Robinson also stated that the poem "cannot ism or any other ''ism," they should fly with courage,
campus, the poets involved should assist
even be seen as a reflection of mature lesbian
each other in being true to their own ideas,
literature." What is "mature lesbian literature?" beauty and pride, and perhaps speckle such institutions
not the ideas of others.
If a lesbian writes a poem about a non-le~bian
with wine-tinted droppings in the process.
Constructive criticism can be helpful when
issue, is it lesbian literature? Or what if a male
it comes to fine-tuning poetic details such as
writes a poem about,lesbianism? Such constricrhyme, meter, lineation and word choice.
tive terminology robs poets of their abilities to
But when it comes to the emotions which
break the very boundaries which-Robinson imthe turbulent era following the first World War, the fuel poetry, the poet is blissfully free to think the
poses.
Overall, Robinson's column suggests that a good poet European Dadaists revolted against bourgeois culture unthinkable and bring it to daylight, unfettered by
is a pig fattened by politics and literary criticism who and created an influential art movement in the process. academics and critics.
wallows in the pen of political correctness rather than And, in the 19th century, the debut of Impressionist
As an audience dedicated to truth, we should settle
for nothing less.
grazing through greener pastures free of postmodem slop paintings sparked outrage in galleries.

EMILY CALDWELL AND

in search of inspiration. But, looking back through time,
we see that the most revered artists were those who dared
to transcend their time and remain true to their inner
vision.
With their frank, openly homosexual poetry and prose,
Allen Ginsberg and the Beat poets of the 1940s and '50s
aimed to shock a stagnating culture out of its reverie. In

MIKE JANSSEN

If

American politics in cartoons

University needs debate to determine future course

T

he university is on the move.
We have a new dean, new
ThinkPads are coming, new faculty members are on their way, and the
university will have both a pub and a
divinity school in the next few years if all
goes according to plan. Various committees file report after report about the state
of the university, and sometimes we students get lost in this maddening whirlwind
of change.
We cannot escape this change, though;
our only choice as students is to find
ourselves in it. While faculty and administrators may not expect students to enter
the ongoing debate about the fate of the
university, we do have that opportunity. I
do not suggest naively that we can give
ourselves voting membership on every
university committee, and I doubt that we
will ever be represented as fully as we
' might wish in the administration. But we,
the students, still have the right to speak, to
write, and to argue with other students,
faculty and administrators about how the
university should change.
That right provides us, the students,
with a voice in the government of the

-·

I

action. We can choose what future we want
for the university: what organizations and
activities we support, what intellectual climate we foster, and what opinions we voice.
These will determine what the university becomes.
Because the university is undergoing such
rapid change at the moment, our actions in the

have important effects, that discussion must
remain (or perhaps I should say become)
STUDI!NT CoLUMNIST
open and reasoned.
And, as a student who is concerned about
the fate of the university, Ifeel thatl have both
university. This university is not the result of
the right and the responsibility to make the
some grand scheme by any individual; it is the
following requests of the entire university
work of literally generations of students, faccommunity.
ulty and administrators, and it is the university that we know in large part because
First, I demand (not because I have
any power, but because I respect the
of the willingness of those individuals
liberal arts tradition of free discussion
to speak out.
The old debate societies certainly No matter how disagreeable an opinion, it
and the right to freedom of expression)
thrashed out issues of importance to the must be heard as long as it is spoken. This
· that all members of the university community, whether groups or individuals,
university in their grand meeting halls,
be allowed to voice their opinions in an
and the current yearbook is named for injunction applies especially to the adminthe "Howler," a tree on the old campus
open forum in the newspaper, on signs
istration; human rights are stated to
posted around campus, at meetings, or
where students aired their complaints
wherever the topic may arise.
remind a government of those rights.
and their ideas.
Like the university we know in 1996,
Because citizens of the United States
the university of the future will not
and the university claim to uphold the
conform to the plan of any individual or
basic human rights of freedom of speech
even a small group of individuals. Too many next few years will have an inordinate influ- and assembly, that is, the freedom of discusfactors are uncertain, and the university com- ence on the future of the university. In this sion, any attempt to limit that discussion is
munity is far too complicated for any group to period of intense activity on the campus, the unacceptable, especially since that discuscontrol. In other words, we, the students, and opinions voiced in the debate about the future sion is vital to the life of our university. No
we, the members of the university commu- of the university can very easily affect or even matter how disagreeable an opinion, it must
, be heard as long as it is spoken. This injuncnity, have free will to the extent that no plant major ideas for the university.
Since the discussion about our future could tion applies especially to the administration;
individual at this campus controls our every
ANDREW FREY

J

,

human rights are stated to remind a government of those rights.
Second, I ask that we speak with reason
as well as passion. While emotions are
essential in any discussion about any topic
so close to our hearts, we must use our
minds as well as our hearts to discern the
best future for the university. Furthermore,
we should remember, difficult as it is, to
show respect for others' opinions. After
all, we all have essentially the same goal;
we want to make our university the best it
can be.
Finally, I ask all the members of our
community, especially the students, to
speak and join the discussion. We live in a
time of optimism for the university.
Adding our opinions to the discussion is
more than just a right and more than a
responsibility. It is our opportunity to
brighten the future of the university.
Yes, the university is changing, but, if
we reason together, if we work together,
these changes will be for the better. The
next few years are ours; let us speak together. let us share our visions, _a(l,d let us
build an even better univer.sityJrom those
visions.

lk~
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WHEN ATHING NEEDS NO IMAGINATIVE EFFORT TO. GET AHOLD OF IT, IT1SNOT AWORK OF ART. -WILLIAM locKE
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Nixon warps history; American President delights·.
BY BRYAN THOMAS
Ot.o Gor.o ANI> BLACK RI:VIEWHi

·:. Oliver Stone has unabashedly tackled every major American contro\'ersy of the past three decades. From
the assassination of John F. Kennedy
tO the frightening power of the media,
Stone creates ripples that have reached
every aspect of American culture.
Thus it comes as no shock that
Richard Nixon was not yet cold in his
grave when the king of conspiracy
started production of Nixon, the movie
chronic! ing the life of the most notoriously scandalous president of the
United States.
:Stone traces Nixon's life from his
strict Quaker upbringing through his
painful final days in office. The story
is incredibly thorough, even to the

point of being overly thorough.
Clocking in at about three hours,
the movie eventually leads audiences
to grow weary of the seemingly countless flashbacks to Nixon's childhood.
The title role is
mastered by Anthony Hopkins (Silence o./the l.JJmb:i).
His British accent
skillfully turns into
a distinctly central
Californian twang.
Hopkins also manages to perfect
Nixon's patented mannerisms-his
hunched back, his folded arms and
his crooked smile.
Paul Sorvino ( Goodfellas) also
turns in a stunning performance as
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.

Sorvino, long typecast as an Italian
mafia leader, has proven with this
role that his acting range is nearly
limitless.
Unfortunately, the film's stellar
acting is destracted from-by a number
of elements that are characteristic of
Stone. The movie is cluttered with
tricky jump cuts, coloring and editing
effects.
Though Stone seemed to find success with these techniques in the difficult-to-watchNatural Born Killers,
they are inappropriate in an attempt at
a serious look into history.
Stone also meddles with Nixon's
character. History remembers Nixon
as one of America's shrewdest and
grittiest politicians, but Stone portrays him as a bumbling and mumbling idiot who had the social skills of

a wooden block. It is true that Nixon
was not the most polished of men, but
Stone's Nixon begins every sentence
with, "uhh ... well ... uhh" and seems
to be camped-out on cloud nine.
Another distracting element
throughout the movie is Nixon's fixation with Kennedy. He incessantly
compares himself with Kennedy beyond the limits of the audience's patience.
This raises the question of whether
Nixon was truly bitter toward
Kennedy, or can Stone simply not
resist continuing his tribute to
America's most handsome President.
Nixon could just as easily have been
called The Man WhoLosttoKemzedy.
Stone even dangerously tinkers with
the notion that Nixon may have had
knowledge of the "Cuba conspimcy"

surrounding the JFK assassination.
Switching gears to a much more
lighthearted look at America's Commander-in-Chief, we find Rob
Reiner's The American President. It
is the tale of the young President,
Michael Douglas (Disclosure, Romancing the Stone) who suddenly
finds himself to be an eligible b,helor after his wife dies.
,
He soon falls in love with sfirewd
freelance lobbyist Ann
Bening
(Love Affair, Regard' Henry), who
refers to Doug! ' character as "the
President oj.Fantasyland".
The,A!nsuing romance between
Douglas and Bening stirs the media
irito a frenzy and serves as fuel for
attacks on the President's character.
The relationship appears to be certain
political suicide for Douglas.

However, it also serves as the basis
for countless gags and hilarious situations toying with the uniquness of
the President's situation. Not since
Dave (starring ·Kevin Kline arid
Sigorney Weaver) has a movie sc?
delightfully poked fun at the happen:..
ings of American politics.
,
Michael J. Fox (Back to the Future)
shines as a Presidential aide who is
strikingly similar to Georg'!!
Stephanopoulos.
,
Both Nixon and The American
President could be classified as Presidential fairy tales. Yet it is Stone's
egotistical tampering that makes
Nixon an endurance test (but a good
rental), while Reiner's light comical
touch makes The American President
one of the most enjoyable movies of
the year.

Holidays prove there is nothing like a good video
BY RACHEL SHEEDY

With forecasts of impending snow and a
deluge of new theater releases which I didn't
care to see. I headed to the video store to check
Ol!t a bevy of movies, from classics to recent
t1icks, to help stave off cabin fever and boredom.
Having seen a clip of His Girl Friday in
tihn class and enjoying its snappy one-liners,
I decided to make it one of my choices. This
black-and-white classic is a screwball comedy from the 1930s.
The story centers around an editor-in-chief
of a newspaper, played by Cary Grant, and his
ex-wife who was formerly a star reporter on
his paper. played by Rosalind Russell. Providing strength and spunk, both actors tum in
good performances as the bickering couple.
The movie begins with the reporter telling
the editor that she is quitting the paper and is
going to marry another guy. However, she
agrees to do one last story before she goes.
Hijinks ensue as the reporter goes out to get

her story and the editor attempts to get rid of
her new fiar.cee.
His Girl FrUay was definitely good but, as
I watched, feelings of deja vu overcame me.
I soon realized why. I
recognized the plot and

'VI·d'.80
._ ,',

diatoguefromoneofmy
favorite bad '80s movies, Switching Channels.
Switching Channels is
a remake of His Girl Friday, containingjust a few
changes in minor details
such as location (a TV
station instead of a newspaper office). If you hate
black and whites, check out Switching Channels, though the original is better.
Stupidly, I next rented Pret-a-Porter, also
known as Ready to Wear. Though I had heard
it was awful, I went against such advice
thinking that with so many stars in it and the
fact that fashion is a great thing to make fun
of, how could it have been that bad?
Apparently the answer is very easily, as this

movie was boring and trite. Pret-a-Porter
hardly has a plot, attempting to take on too
many individual stories which don't really
intertwine with each other.
The viewer is never given the chance to
connect to any of the characters as the director. Robert Altman, switches from story to
story constantly and never really delves into
who the characters are and why they do what
they do.
Not only did Julia Roberts appear in Preta-Porter but she also is in I Love Trouble,
another movie which was also said to be trite,
boring and awful.
Surprisingly enough, I found this flick to be
quite enjoyable and not nearly as bad as I had
heard it was - perhaps this was just in
comparison to Pret-a-Porter which I had
watched right before it.
It's not an Oscar winner but it's not bad,
though the chemistry between Roberts and
her co-star Nick Nolte is a bit strange. The
basic whodunnit plot is unoriginal but works
well enough to keep the audience's attention.
The friction between the two main characters,

who are reporters from competing papers
working on the same story, is also an unoriginal premise but somehow Roberts and Nolte
make it work.
Overall, it's a cute movie with a decent plot
- a good choice if you've already seen most
everything else in the video store.
Circle of Friends is my pick hit of all the
movies I viewed over the course of the break.
NotbeingaChrisO'Donnellfan,Ihadavoided
this movie like the plague even though all I
had heard was rave reviews.
Finally I relented and was pleasantly surprised; the film was great. The movie follows
the story of three girlfriends and the trials they
have with love and life.
While the storyline draws the viewer in, it
is the excellent performances, most notably
by Minnie Driver and Chris 0' Donnell, which
are the highlight of this film, grabbing the
viewers and pulling them into the heartaches
and joys of the characters. O'Donnell's attempt at an Irish accent is even believable.
Another winner I saw was Goldfinger,
which I rented as I yearned to see more Bond

movies after seeing Goldeneye and because I
had heard that a woman was actually painted
gold for this flick.
I was a bit disappointed as all the hype
about the gold woman was really just hype-:she only appears onscreen for a minute or so
at the beginning of the film. (I had assumed
since everyone always talks about the gold
woman when this film is mentioned that she
was actually a major character in the film.
I soon got over my disappointment and
enjoyed this movie in which James Bond
saves himself and the world from the bad
guys. Though many of the techniques and
excuses Bond uses to escape from being killed
are unbelievable and often contrived, they
keep the movie flowing from one moment of
international intrigue to the next.
This installment of the Bond series even
contains several of those classic Bond lines
like "shaken, not stirred" with delivery thai
doesn't make them sound as cliched as they
do in Goldeneye. Goldfinger even persuaded
me to believe that, yes, Sean Connery was
probably the best James Bond.

Beck shows different face; first Sebadoh has acoustic feel

Beck

Everclear

Various Artists

Sebadoh

Stereopatlzetic Soulmanure
(Cyanide Breathmint Music)

Sparkle and Fade
(Capitol)

The Secret Museum of Mankind
(Yazoo/Shanachie)

The Freed Weed
(Homestead Records)
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Armed with witty rhymes, infectious grooves and an
ultra-slacker attitude to match, Beck stormed onto the
national music scene two years ago. His mega hit album
Mellow Gold left listeners licking their chops for more
while they waited for his next release.
In the meantime some lucky fans may have stumbled
over a copy of Beck's first release, Stereopathetic
Soulmanure, a collection of songs recorded between 1988
and 1993.
However. upon first listening to the album listeners
may be surprised to hear that it is not really much like
Mellow Gold at all. There were no catchy, clean-cut tracks
which even remotely resembled "Loser" or "Beercan."
.nstead fans were surprised to find a collection of songs
which were more like country than hip-hop.
; Filled with slide guitars, sad songs and endless references to alcohol, broken hearts and tacos (?), Beck captures the spirit of the west in a way that no one has ever
done before.
· The album's second track is a catchy little number
called "Rowboat" which would put Johnny Cash to shame.
In fact, Cash has been quoted as saying he admires Beck's
~ork.
: In ''Tasergun," which is probably the least country
sounding song on the album, Beck tells a story about an
old man who lived next door and would constantly threaten
him with a tasergun.
, "Modesto" showcases Beck's extraordinary lyrical capabilities as he relates a love-gone-bad story. Featuri~g
his trademark random rhyme schemes, Beck makes th1s
sad song a humorous triumph.
: "Satan Gave Me a Taco" and "Crystal Clear (Beer)'' are
equally insane and funny. For all you banjo fans out there,
~Today Has Been a F---ed Up Day" will certainly help fill
the void of banjo-dominated songs in popular music
today.
' ' With a plethora of hilarious songs and a years worth of
f~nny short clips whic~ you can put o~ your ans~ering
ytJachine, Stereopathellc Soulmanu:e IS one senou~ly
wacked-out country album and definitely worth checklllg
but.

Everclear's 1995 release Sparkle and Fade takes rock
music back to the basics with fourteen unique tracks.
Hardfisted numbers intermingle with slower lyrical gems
that flow effectively throughout the record. Perhaps the
only downfall lies in the fact that the band doesn'tconcentrate enough on what it does best:
play hard and loud.
Sparkle and Fade starts off with
a bang, "Electra Made Me Blind,"
frontman Art Alexakis' account of
the transition from a small town to
Los Angeles, and the significant
impact of a mysterious girl. The
song is thematically representative
of the album as a whole, confronting the topics of small towns and
relationships.
The catchy MTV-acclaimed number "Santa Monica"
addresses another common theme of the album: escape.
Alexakis proclaims "I just want to see some palms trees I
Go and try to shake away this disease."
The record's best song, "Heroin Girl," is a vigorous
description of a relationship with a wild party girl: ''I'm
happy in hell I with my Heroin girl.''
Everclear gets downright serious with the anti-racist
"Heartspark Dollarsign," which documents real love:
"Trade a love so pure for a hate so blind."
Alexakis, drummer Greg Eklund and bassist Craig
Montoya manage to shine throughout the entire 43 minutes, even through the mediocre songs such as "The
Twistinside" and "Pale Green Stars."
The album's fault is that the band should have played
more fast, catchy rhythms, and relied less on the autobiographical and meaningful lyrics that hold many songs
down.
·
Beauty lies, however, in the fact that Sparkle and Fade
is a refreshing break from the many unoriginal manufactured bands that recently dominate the "alternative" rock
·scene. While Everclear has yet to reach its enormous
potential, with Sparkle and Fade they have created a solid
and gratifying record.

It seems that fans of world music are few and far
between. Only the occasional radio station dares offend
our sensitive ears with the bleats of foreign instruments;
rather, we prefer humdrum hash to such exotica.
For those who enjoy an occasional tabla or bouzouki,
The Secret Museum ofMankind discs are a godsend. Each
CD features over an hour of music from all comers of the
globe, culled from places as diverse as the Society Islands,
Crete and Cuba (to name just a handful).
Series editor Pat Conte has done a great service to world
music mavens. Not only has he culled these cuts from
choice 78s, but he has removed surface noise and provided liner notes and wonderful period pictures.
Some songs are great due to their novel sound, such as
"Fiorassio," a tune from the Mediterranean island of
Sardinia. Performed by Effisio Melis on a triple-piped
reed called a launeddas, the droning hums and staccato
pitches coaxed out of the instrument are dumbfounding.
Others lean toward the sublime, such as a tune from
Kenya titled "Bengeria." The plaintive melody, plucked
on a five-string lute, is reminiscent of early American
blues.
Some tunes are downright eerie, such as "Yari Mohi
Gatai Dehi Mai Shaim," an Indian spiritual performed by
Professor Narayanrao Vyas. His rising and falling wail
has a sacred momentum which demonstrates that music is
always capable of being more than the sum of its parts.
The scope of The Secret Museum of Mankind collections is tough to beat, and the collection's value is multifold.
Not only are these songs great fun to lis!en to, but they are
eye-opening, reminding us that music has a tremendous
ability to bring pP.ople together. The songs have an earnest
joy which rarely surfaces in today' s corporate slop.
Furthermore, these COs are important in a time in
which cultures are being assimilated at an unprecedented
rate and many traditional ways of life are endangered. As
long as recordings such as these exist, we will be able to
discover the beauty in diversity.
If you have difficulty tracking these CDs down in local
record stores, they can be ordered through Shanachie's
World Wide Web site at http://www.shanachie.com.

\

Now approaching rock stardom with the Folk Implosion and the Buzz Clip hit "Natural One," Lou Barlow
first garnered critical acclaim with Sebadoh. Formed after
Barlow was kicked out of Dinosaur Jr., Sebadoh was
originally comprised of just Barlow and Eric Gaffney. ·
Barlow's deteriorating relationship with Dinosaur Jr.'s
I Mascis was one of the biggest soap operas in the history
of rock. High school friends who played in hardcore bands
together, Barlow and Mascis hadn't talked to each other
in a year when Dinosaur Jr.'s Brlg came out.
Barlow was soon replaced on bass, but surprised everyone by reemerging with Sebadoh and releasing a series of
stellar albums. The Freed Weed is the first, and although
it is the least polished, it has some of Sebadoh's best
moments.
The Freed Weed was recorded on four track and tape
recorder by Gaffney and Barlow, acoustically hurting
some songs but adding pristine beauty to others. Containing around forty songs, the album has an incredibly laidback feel.
.
Much of the percussion sounds like Barlow and Gaffney
are beating on pots and pans, and the guitar and vocal
sound is extreme! y poor at times. It sounds like something
two friends would record in their room - a number of the
songs are not very good. However, Gaffney and Barlow
are both extremely talented and most of the songs on The
Freed Weed are good and many are stunning.
Like J Mascis, Barlow writes from a shy and emotionally repressed perspective which varies from sweetly
sincere to bitterly sarcastic.
Barlow's best songs are his ones about love: "Whitey
Peach," a gorgeous love ballad, and "It's So Hard to Fall
in Love," a catchy relationship song which has since beert
covered by Superchunk.
:
The best song of all is the exquisitely written "Brand
New Love," later punked up on Sebadoh's Smasfz Your
Head on the Punk Rock. Although the entire album is
acoustic, Eric Gaffney's songs are just as twisted as his
later feedback-drenched screamers. Anyone who likes
the Kids soundtrack or early Dinosaur Jr. should check
The Freed Weed out.
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Women's squad falls to 1-4 in conference with loss to Clemson
BY MICKEY KRAYNYAK
AssiSTANT SPORTS EunoR

The Demon Deacon women's basketball team headed south last evening
in more ways than one. After traveling to South Carolina to take on the
Clemson Tigers, the squad promptly
came out flat and fell to their hosts 8568.
The Tigers did not take long to
assert themselves, as the home team
scored the first points of the game and
refused to allow the Deacons a lead
for the remainder of the contest.

Already up 11-8 on the Deacons
with just under 16 minutes to play in
the first half, the Tigers proceeded to
reel off a 12-4 run over the next fourand-a-half minutes of the game.
Spurred by guard ltoro Umoh's nine
first half points, the Tigers maintained
the edge they had crafted and went to
the locker room with a 40-29 lead.
The Deacons' first half effort was
paced by the play of junior forward
Rae Anna Mulholland and junior center Tracy Connor. Mulholland connected on three-of-five first half shots
and hit all four of her shots from the

Deacons extend
streak with win
over Blue Devils
BY STEVE WELGOSS
SENIOR RtroRTER

DURHAM - A desperate Duke squad, winless in the
ACC, playing at home and trying to regain some respect lost
through last year's 2-14 conference finish were all ingredients
fora war.
After losing some of the early battles, the Demon Deacons
proved they had enough weapons and vanquished their spirited opponents 57-54. The Deacons (9-1, 2-0), who entered
the game ranked No.8 in the AP poll, used a dominant second
half by junior Tim Duncan to capture their seventh consecutive win over the Devils (9-5, 0-3) and fourth straight at
hallowed Cameron Indoor Stadium.
Held to just six points on two-of-nine shooting in the first
half, Duncan took over the game by scoring 12 of his gamehigh 24 points in the final seven minutes. Despite post-game
comments by Greg Newton that Duncan plays "soft," Duncan
found the strength to abuse his overmatched defender with a
variety ofup-and-undermoves for easy Iayups and trips to the
foul line.
Sophomore Tony Rutland also played a key role in helping
the Deacons overcome a 26-22 halftime deficit. The Deacons
did not make their first field goal until 8: 15 into the game, but
tenacious defense kept Duke from running away with the
score. Rutland held Steve Wojciechowski scoreless with just
one assist in the half, then scored the team's final five points
in the last minute to close the gap from seven to four.
While outrebounding the Blue Devils, the Deacons also
held them to just 40 percent shooting in the half. Duke's Jeff
Capel hit the break with 10 points, but no other Duke scorer
had more th'an four.
After building a lead as high as 12 points, the Devils were
unable to capitalize, and this gave the Deacons a ray of hope
for the second half. They came out focused and under control,
shooting 50 percent the rest of the way.
"The way we played in the first 16 minutes, I didn't know
if we'd ever score or not, let alone win the ball game," Head
Coach Dave Odom said. "I do know that because we were able
to win tonight under adverse conditions says something."
Scoring was not a problem for Rutland during a six-minute
stretch where he canned three consecutive treys fornine of his
16 points. He then provided the critical final margin with a
pair of free throws on a one-and-one with 25 seconds left in
the game. Rutland had to overcome the roar of the crowd, the
pressure-packed atmosphere and his own coach calling a time
out while everyone wondered why Odom would ice his own
shooter.
"He had missed some free throws, and I wanted to tell him
. what I thought about that," Odom said. "I know he can shoot
free throws and I wanted him to know that."
With seven seconds left, Capel had the ball after sophomore
Antonio Jackson missed the front end of a one-and-one, but he
never even got a shot off as the ball flew out of his hands and
into Duncan's.

line fora total of 10 points at halftime.
The forward also pulled down six
rebounds in the first half.
Augmenting Mulholland' s·spirited
firsthalfwastheplay of Connor, who
gathered four rebounds and tallied
six points (on three-for-nine shooting) before the intermission.
"We were just trying to slow Tracy
Connor down a little bit," Clemson
Head Coach Jim Davis said. "You
can't stop a player that good. I thought
we did a good job keeping her off the
glass in the first half," Davis said.
A major problem for the Deacons

Though the Deacons' shooting
touch returned somewhat in the second half, they were unable to piece
together enough consistent shooting
to seriously threaten the Tigers' lead.
Though the Tigers' shot a horrid
10-for-22 from the foul line in the
second half, they convincingly
outrebounded the Deacons 28-19 in
the final 20 minutes of play. In limiting the Deacons' ability to cash in on
second-chance baskets, the Tigers
managed to compensate for their inability to deliver a knockout punch
from the charity stripe.

Attention physics students: anyone searching
for an experiment designed to gauge the acceleration of a freely falling body need look no further
than the Maryland basketball team.
The Terrapins, who many picked to be the premier squad in the ACC this season, descended into
Joel Coliseum for the Deacons' conference home
opener Saturday afternoon with an 0-2 record in
the ACC, and they were promptly dismantled by
the Deacons in a 77-64 LaRue-fest.
"Maryland is a team that is still trying to find
itself," Head Coach Dave Odorn said after the
gaf!)e. "Once they get their rotation straight, they're
going to be a difficult team to beat."
Lacking a starting center, the Terps were unable
to play a lone man on junior Deacon center Tim
Duncan, and instead they were forced to throw two
or three smaller players at the pivot man whenever
he touched the ball in the low post. Duncan, who
did not shoot well (three-for-! I) on the way to !.is
first-ever triple double, repeatedly kicked the ball
out to his teammates for an assortment of wideopen three-point field goal attempts.
The chiefbenefactorofthe Terrapins' match-up
problems was senior guard/forward Rusty LaRue,
who was frequently left unguarded and lit up the
arena with a seven-of-10 shooting performance,
including a torrid five-of-seven showing from behind the three-point line.
"Rusty's shots will always be determined by the
other team," Odom said. Odom, who said that the
team does not run set plays for LaRue, added,
"When he shoots the ball well, it really helps
everybody else."
By the end of the first half, the Terps had allowed
· LaRue to connect on all four of the treys he had
~
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KAREN HILLENBRAND
SI'ORTS EDITOR

Sophomore Tony Rutland's clutch 26-point performance propelled the Deacons, who survived a lastsecond scare by Georgia Tech, to a 66-63 win at Joel
Coliseum last night. The victory gives the Deacons
(12-1, 4-0) sole possession of first place in the ACC.
Rutland stepped up to the challenge by converting
onsix-of-13 shots (six-of-nine from three-point range),
while dishing out four assists and picking up three
steals.
"He only took 13 shots. but they were lethal shots,"
Head Coach Dave Odom said.
Junior Tim Duncan also felt that Rutland's performance was the story of the game. "It was his game, and
he stepped up and made the shots," Duncan said.
With 5.2 seconds remaining in the game the Deacons were up 66-60. After a missed foul shot by
Rutland, the Yellow Jackets quickly carne down the
court, and freshman sensation Stephan Marbury hit a
three to make it 66-63. With 1.1 seconds to go in
regulation, sophomore Jerry Braswell attempted to
inbound the ball but turned it over to Marbury, whose
last-second shot failed to go through the net.
"We feel like we beat a team that's as good as any
team we've played so far," Odom said. "Some people
might argue with that. The Georgia Tech team that
you're seeing play now is totally different than the one
that you saw in December."
Despite being up 27-21 late in the first half, a hotshooting Matt Harpring of Tech ( I0-8, 3-1) killed the
Deacon lead. Harpring scored 13 of the last I 5 Yellow
Jacket points to end the half. This included three treys
in a row (out of his game-total 20 points) with under
four minutes to play. This put Tech up 34-29 at
halftime.
The Deacons slowly climbed back in the final period, as Duncan scored six consecutive points at the
start of the half out of his game-total 22. Duncan also
added a game-high 11 boards. But once again the
Jackets increased their lead, the largest of which was
49-42 with 8:19 to play.
Then the Rutland-Braswell show began, as the tandem scored the next 10 points of the game. The series
was highlighted by a Duncan reject of an Eddie Elisma
shot, followed by a Braswell rebound and a put-back
at the other end of the court. Brasel! then hit another
key three pointer to make the score 52-49 in favor of
the Deacons with 3:35 to go.
Georgia Tech again tied the game on a basket by
Gary Saunders at 1:49, but a one-and-one conversion
by Braswell and a Rutland three gave the Demon
Deacons a lead they did not relinquish down the
stretch.
With under a minute to play, the Yellow Jackets sent
the Deacons to the charity stripe several times, and
they were able to convert on six-of-eight shots. However, when Tech got the ball back they quickly moved
it down the court and scored seemingly easy baskets to
keep it close until time ran out.
"From a gut it out standpoint, this was a player's
win," Odom said. "They just hung in there.
"It's who's left standing at the end that wins the
basketball game."
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Junior center Tim Duncan sends a hook shot over Georgia Tech's Eddie Elsima last night in a battle
of the undefeated ACC teams at Joel Coliseum.
Georgia Tech Head Coach Bobby Cremins was
pleased with the performance of his team, but upset
that the were not able to preserve their lead late in the
game.
"I know we played an outstanding game," he said.
"We had a chance, and we didn't capitalize on it. It
was an excellent game and we had our opportunities,
but I knew sooner or later (the Deacons') threes
would start coming."
Indeed threes were a problem for the Deacons,
particularly in the first half, becuase they did not
receive the customary bombs from senior Rusty LaRue
and junior Ricky Peral. LaRue finished the game with
just four points and was zero-for-four from beyond
the arc. Peral finished with a big doughnut, although

attempted, and the Deacons held a 19-point lead
over their flat opponents.
Things started out badly for the Terps when the
Deacons hit for the first II points of the game,
thanks largely to the shooting of LaRue and junior
Ricky Peral, who each scored two early baskets.
The Terps were able to limit Duncan's scoring
effectiveness early in the contest, but they could
find no answer to LaRue's flammable touch from
behind the arc. By the time the center hit his first
basket with 8:34 remaining in the first half, the
Deacons held a 24-10 lead over their guests, and
LaRue had already connected on four field goals,
three of them treys, for II points.

Duncan shows off his skills against Maryland.

"I thought the best part of his game today was his
ability to handle the ball and make decisions,"
Odom said of Duncan's performance.
LaRue, who finished the game with 19 points,
promptly connected for five more points after a
Maryland timeout, and the Deacons extended their
lead to 31-12 with 5:55 remaining in the half.
Things did not get much better for the Terps during
the remainder of the half, and the teams went to the
locker room with the Deacons up 39-20.
"We obviously played very well in the first half,"
Odom said. "We responded very, very well. It
helps when you shoot the ball very well."
Maryland was unable to mount any type of a
serious run until midway through the second half,
and even then they had a hard time gaining ground
on the Deacons thanks to some clutch foul shooting·
from the team down the stretch. The Deacons' final
13 points all came from the foul line.
Although they had been hitting at less than a 70
percent clip from the charity stripe coming into the
Maryland game, the Deacons tallied 17 -of-20 free
throws in the final 10 minutes of the contest to keep
the Terps at bay. Aided by Duncan's six-for-eight
showing at the line, the Deacons never allowed
Maryland to get closer than a 69-58 margin with
I :21 remaining.
Also helping to stifle the Terrapins in the second
half was Duncan's resurgent play under the basket.
After pulling down six rebounds and notching four
blocks in the first 20 minutes of the game, Duncan
stepped up his performance in the second half,
grabbing 11 rebounds and swatting six more shots
after the intermission.
Duncan's aggressive play on the night earned
him his first-ever triple double, as the center finished with 19 points, 15 boards and I 0 blocks.
The win moved the Deacons to 3-0 in the ACC,
and dropped the Terrapins to 0-3 in the conference.
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Rutland's 26 powers Deacs over Tech

Deacons wipe away Maryland in honte opener
AssiSTANT SroRTs EonoR
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TigerforwardJeanetteDavisgath- . ·.
ered five rebounds in the second half; • .·
while teammate Laura Cottrell came··.·
up with six boards after returning
from intennission.
Although the Deacons were able to . 1
chip their hosts' lead down to six~
points at50-44with 14:39remaining ·'
in the game, a timely 21-9 Clemson
run, lasting until only 5:25 remained . '
in the game, effectively put the con.
test out ofreach at 71-53.
The loss dropped the Deacons to 87 overall' on the season and 1-4 in.
'
ACC action.
·

•Mel

•
he only took three shots.
"Our three point shooting was stagnant in the first
half," Odom said. "The thing that was lacking in the
first halffor us was that they took away our perimeter
game."
In contrast, the Yellow Jackets shot well in the first
20 minutes. Marbury lit the Deacons up for 11 first- ..
half points, including three treys in the first eight
minutes of the game. Marbury finished with a teamhigh 23 points. However, Tech's hot-shooting died · .,
somewhere in the second half, and they shot under 40 · ·
percent for the game.
"They didn't shoot well down the stretch," Odom· •
said. "I think fatigue had something to do with that," • ~
Odom said.
'

BY MICKEY KRAYNYAK
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in the first half was their profound
inability to generate a perimeter game.
The visitors got off only four threepoint attempts in the first half but
connected on none of them.
The Tigers, in marked contrast,
threw up five shots from behind the
arc in the first 20 minutes and hit on
four of them.
The Deacons were also bested by
. their hosts in the first half shooting
percentage category, as Clemson shot
a competent 17-for-35 from the floor
in the first half to the Deacons' paltry
11-for-33 showing.

•Ne·

•

Team
WakeF
Georgia
North(
Clemso:
Virginiz
N.C. Stc:
Florida
Marylru
Duke

.

Wonten nearly upset
16th ranked Duke
Blue Devils, 74-64

,

Scoring
ToddFt
Stepho11
JamesC

TimDu

BY KAREN HILLENBRAND
Sro1n s Em1 oR

The Demon Deacon women's basketball team let another upset bid
slip away as they blew a halftime lead against No. 16 Duke in a 74-64
defeat.
Juniors Tracy Connor and RaeAnna Mulholland scored 16 points
apiece while Connor added a game-high 15 rebounds in the losing effort.
Freshman guard Cynthia Kelley chipped in a career-high II points for
the Deacons.
The loss dropped the Demon Deacons to 8-6 overall and 1-4 in the
ACC. Despite the 16 points by Connor, she dislocated her kneecap
during the game but returned in the second half.
The Deacons looked promising at halftime, when they were leading
42-34. After Connor left the game with the injury, the Deacons scored
the final six points of the half to enlarge their lead.
The Deacons, though, were unable to sustain their level of play in the
second halL as the Blue Devils outscored the Deacons 23-14 and took the
lead with just over five minutes to play in regulation. Duke's Peyton
Black scored six straight points to give her team a 57-56 lead.
The Blue Devils preserved their lead by hitting key free throws down
the stretch. Within the last minute of play Duke hit eight of nine shots
from the charity stripe to secure the victory.
Kira Orr led Duke in scoring with 16 points, while Ali Day added J4
points along with 10 rebounds for the 14-3, 3-2 BI.ue Devils.
Although the Deacons were unable to pull out the upset, this game did
exhibit the progress that the Deacons are making toward becoming a
national contender. Whereas last season the Deacons folded many times
after Connor left games with injuries, in this contest the Deacons
continued to fight a nationally ranked team until the end.
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Harold·
MattHc:
Johnny:
Jeff Cap
JeffMd
Antawn
ChrisCc
DrewB<
DanteC

RickyP1
TonyR1
Field Gc
GregNE
Antawn

TimDu
ToddFt:
MattHa
ChrisC<
Thr~e-Pc

Ricardo
RustyL
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• NeWton tires off verbal barb
After Demon Deaconjuniorpivotman Tim Duncan
burned him with a 24 point, 14 rebound and four
blocked shot performance in the Deacons' 57-54 win
Jan. 10 at Cameron Indoor Stadium, Duke center
Greg Newton spoke harshly of his opponent's play
under the basket.
"That's what I mean by soft," the Blue Devil
center said in the Jan. 16 Winston-Salem Journal. "If
you give him a crack. he gets babyish."
Duncan's assessment of Newton, whom he limited to eight points, nine rebounds and two blocks?
"He's the greatest player I've ever seen," said the
·
All-American.

...
te~tCOilS to 8-

• Deacons figure in rankings

~%

In the final Rolex tennis rankings of the fall season
released Dec. 13., the Deacon women currently
occupy the No. 2 position in the southeast region
(behind conference arch-rival Duke), while the men
are currently ranked ninth in the region
The women's team is also currently ranked eighth
in the country. On the women's squad, senior Terry
Ann Zawacki is ranked lith in the countl)i.

and 1-4. in.
' (

The Demon Deacon men's basketball
team went undefeated over break including three conference wins. Here is a recap
of the action.
Jan. 15: Wake Forest 71, Richmond
60. Junior Tim Duncan scored 16 points
including two three-pointers to lift the
Deacons over the Spiders. After leading
35-20 at halftime, the Deacons allowed a
24-2 run by the Spiders early in the second
half. A three-pointer by Richmond's Carlos
Cueto with 11 :42 to go in the game gave
the Spiders their first lead, and the Deacons were down 49-45 with 9:55 to go
before surging back.
A layup by sophomore Jerry Braswell
gave the Deacons a lead they would never
relinquish with 7:22 to go, as the Deacons
went on an 18-9 run to end the game.
Sophomore Tony Rutland and senior
Rusty LaRue scored 13 points each for the

Deacons. All of Rutland's points came in
the last 9:30 of the contest.
Jan. 6: Wake Forest 75, Florida State
73, OT. The Deacons gave up a 19-point
halftime lead in Tallahassee, but six straight
free throws and a blocked shot at the
buzzer by Duncan in overtime saved the
Deacons in their conference opener~
The game was tied 64-64 with 9.3 seconds remaining in regulation, and Rutland
missed the front end of a one-and-one that
would have given the Deacons the lead.
The Deacons wereup6l-52 with4:55 to
go in regulation but squandered the lead.
Rutland led the Deacons with 23 points,
including 21 in the first half. Junior Ricky
Peral added 19 pointsoneight-of-12shooting while Duncan picked up 17.
Jan. 2: Wake Forest 81, Furman 49.
Duncan scored a career-high 27 points and
passed the I ,000-point mark for his career
in the Deacon victory. The Paladins were
down just 41-35 with 15 minutes remaining in the game, but the Deacons turned it

on and went on a 32-2 run to get their
biggest lead of the game at 76-37. ·
Duncan added 12 rebounds despite sitting out the final II :30, while Rutland
scored 14 and Braswell had 13. The Deacons shot 52 percent on the evening.
Dec. 21: Wake Forest 60, No.13 Utah"
56. The Deacons were never able to pull
away after establishing two comfortable
leads over the Runnin' Utes.
The Deacons trailed 26-24 at halftime,
but 24 points, 12 rebounds and four blocks
by Duncan led the Demon Deacons to
victory.
The Deacons were never able to stop
All-American candidate Keith Van Horn
ofUtall, who scored 20 points and had 10
rebounds. Brandon Jessie returned to the
lineup and added 17 for the Runnin' Utes.
Dec. 18: Wake Forest 91, Appalachian State 50. The Deacons used 58
percent shooting and had four players in
double figures in a spanking of the visiting
Mountaineers. Despite poor shooting from

SroRTS EorroR

• Golf teams make rankings

• Three added to Hall of Fame
The University inducted football All-American
Bill Armstrong, '76, 1971 college golfer of the year
Jim Simons, '72, and baseball player Brick Smith,
'81, into its Hall of Fame Jan. 12.

• Three women's games on radio
The Deacon women's basketball team will have a
trio of its 'games announced on WWWB 1320 AM.
The squad's Jan. 23 home game against N.C. State,
Jan. 29 away game at North Carolina and Feb. 13
home contest with Maryland will all be covered over
the airwaves.
·

• Connor the Player

of the Week

Junior Deacon center Tracy Connor was named ·
the ACC Player of the Week for the week of Jan. 2.
Connor's performance was highlighted by her showing in the Big Four Classic, where the Deacon was
named the Classic's MVP after leading her team to
wins over Auburn and Georgetown.
In two Classic games, €onnor·notehed 50 points,
28 rebounds, six assists and two steals.

.

ACC Standings
Conf
Team
WL
Wake Forest
3 0
Georgia Tech
3 0
North Carolina
3 1
Clemson
2 1
Virginia
2 2
N.C. State
1 2
Florida State
1 2
Maryland
0 3
Duke
0 4

Overall
WL
11 1
10 7
12 3
11 1
7 5
11 4
9 4
6 6
9 6

ACC Statistics
l'

' ''

Scoring
Todd Fuller, NCS
Stephon Marbury, GT
James Collins, FSU
Tim Duncan, WFU
Harold Deane, UVa
Matt Harpring, GT
Johnny Rhodes, Md.
Jeff Capel, Duke
Jeff Mcinnis, UNC
Antawn Jamison, UNC
Chris Collins, Duke
Drew Barry, GT
Dante Calabria, UNC
Ricky Price, Duke
Tony Rutland, WFU
Field Goal Percentage
Greg Newton, Duke
Antawn Jamison, UNC
Tim Duncan, WFU
Todd Fuller, NCS
Matt Harpring, GT
Chris Collins, Duke

The Demon Deacon women's basketball team won
five games over break including a defeat of a nationally
. ranked team. Here is a recap.
Jan. 10: Wake Forest 81, Georgia Tech 67. A hotshooting Demon Deacon squad won its first ACC game
of the season over the Yellow Jackets. Junior Tracy
Connor and seniors Val Hodge and Gretchen Hollifield
each scored 16 points in the effort. Hollifield hit five-ofsix treys while dishing out seven assists and making two
steals.
Hodge hit eight of 12 shots in just 20 minutes of play,
while Connor shot six-for-10 and had seven rebounds
and three steals. The Deacons led 38-36 at halftime, but
the lead would have been bigger if the Yellow Jackets had
not shot 57 percent from the floor. Their shooting luck
did not continue in the second half.
The Deacons did not shoot well from the charity stripe,
converting on just nine-of-17 shots.
Jan. 8: North Carolina 84, Wake Forest 72. Connor
scored 31 points on 11-of-16 shooting and grabbed 14
rebounds, but that was not enough for the Deacons in a
home loss to the Tar Heels. Lori Gear of Carolina led her
team to victory with 22 points.
Freshman Heidi Coleman added II and junior Lindsay
Seawright had nine points for the Deacons, but overall
poor shooting (38 percent) was the (;ause of the Deacon
defeat. Hollifield shot just three-for-15 from the floor.
The Deacons were down just 40-35 at halftime, but the
Heels pulled away in the second half.
Jan. 4: No. 5 Virginia 80, Wake Forest 70. The
Deacons tried their best for a second half upset bid, but
Tara Suber and Monick Foote of the Cavaliers combinedi
to score the last 24 points of the game in securing a
Virginia win.
The Cavaliers dominated the first half 46-28 and
forced 14 Deacon turnovers, but the Deacons cut their
deficit to· 60-59 with just seven ·minutes play. •
Suber and Foote then took over for the Cavaliers.
Virginia was also aided by 63 percent first-half shooting

Tony Rutland, WFU
Curtis Marshall, NCS
Dante Calabria, UNC

• Men's Basketball

+

22.8
19.3
19.2
18.9
18.8
17.9
16.6
16.4
16.2
16.2
15.2
14.4
14.4
13.7
13.3

.675
.658
.549
.541
.493
.487

Three-Point Ggal Percentage
.568
Ricardo Peral, WFU
Rusty LaRue, WFU
.481

r,
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Connor & Co. beat ranked Tigers, win five of eight
Bv KAREN lhLLENBKAND

The Demon Deacon men's and women's golf
teams likewise hold positions in the Dec. 13 Rolex
rankings. The women's team is currently listed as the
fourth-ranked team in the country. Junior Laura
Philo is currently ranked 13th in the country,
Rolex currently ranks the Demon Deacon men's
golf team at 20th in the country. Deacon junior Justin
Roof is listed at No. 60 in the country.

the foul line (15 of 30), the Deacons Oi .
scored 49 second-half points '.!!!oi!\d•old-.::.:=; .
ing ASU to just 18.
.
Duncan. led all scorers with 15 points,~
eight rebounds and six blocked shots,!Y ~ ·
followed bv Rutland with 12, Peral with' · •
11, and Braswell with I0 in his first game
·
back.after academic suspension.
Dec. 9: Wake Forest 77, Florida 53.
The Deacons rebounded from their only
loss at Massachusetts and avenged a loss . •
to the Gators last season in a road victory.·.''·
Duncan nearly had a triple-double, scar- ,;, ·
ing 14 points while adding 14 boards, ; · '
nine assists and seven blocks.
1. · ·
Early in the game the Deacons were ·'' 1: •
only up 12-10, but a 14-0 run gave the
team some breathing room. The Gators ·! J
managed to cut the Deacons' lead to I 0 at ·
the. half, but 55 percent shooting by the :. ·..
Deacons let them pull away in the second . '' .
half.
': .
LaRue led all scorers with 17 points __ .
and Peral added I I.

Rebounds
Tim Duncan, WFU
Todd Fuller, NCS
Antawn Jamison, UNC
Matt Harpring, GT
Norman Nolan, UVa
Blocks
Tim Duncan, WFU
Chris Alexander, UVa
Todd Fuller, NCS
Serge Zwikker, UNC
Randell Jackson, FSU

to

.478
.470
.462

12.0
10.5
9.3
8.8
8.3

4.5
2.3
1.9
1.8
1.8

• Men's Basketball Top 25
1. Massachusetts
2. Kentucky
3. Cincinatti.
4. Kansas
5. Connecticut
6. Wake Forest
7. Villanova
8. Georgetown
9. Memphis
10. North Carolina
11. Virginia Tech
12.Syracuse
13. UCLA
14. Penn St.
15. Utah
16. Iowa
17.Purdue
18.Arizona
19. Clemson
20. Michigan
21. Mississippi St.
22. Georgia
23.Auburn
24. Boston College
·25. Texas Tech

Senior Val Hodge in action earlier this season.
in handing the Demon Deacons their first loss in six
games.
Despite being stranded in the Newark International
Airport in New Jersey because of the blizzard the night
before the game, the Deacons had four players score in
double figures.
Connorlead the team with 21 points and nine rebounds,
followed by junior RaeAnna Mulholland with 19, Coleman
with II and Hodge with 10.
Jan. 2: Wake Forest 81, Princeton 62. A hot second
half led the Deacons to a road win over the Tigers. The
De\icons shot 65.5 percent and scored 51 points in the
final period of the game. Mulholland led all scorers with
20 points, followed by Hodge with 14 and Connor with II
points and 13 rebounds.

• Women's BasketbaU
ACC Standings
Conf.
Team
WL
North Carolina 4 0
N.C. State
4 1
Virginia
3 1
Clemson
2 1
Duke
3 2
Maryland
2 2
Wake Forest
1 3
Georgia Tech
0 4
Florida State
0 5

Overall
WL
9 4
12 2
12 3
11 1
14 3
7 6
8 6
8 4
5 9

ACC Statistics
Scoring
Tracy Connor, WFU
Kisha Ford, GT
Carla Munnion, GT
Tyish Hall, Duke
Carla Williams, FSU
Jan Howard, NCS
Stephanie Ridgeway, Clem.
Chanel Wright, UNC
Tora Suber, UVa
Chasity Melvin, NCS
RaeAnna Mulholland, WFU
Wendy Palmer, UVa
Monick Foote, UVa
Stephanie Cross, Md.
Ali Dsy, Duke
Blocks
Demya Walker, UVa
Joarmah Kauffman, GT
Chasity Melvin, NCS
Monick Foote, UVa
Tracy Connor, WFU
Tyish Hall, Duke
Field Goal Pers;:entage
Tyish Hall, Duke
Chasity Melvin, NCS
Tracy Connor, WFU

19.2
19.2
18.8
17.1
16.6
16.1
15.7
15.5
15.3
14.9
14.4
14.4
13.9
13.7
13.0

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.3

.663
.561
.560

With the game tied 19-19, the Deacons went on an 1 !<\:~
2 run to close out the first half with a 30-21 lead.
· '1
Dec. 30: Wake Forest 71, Georgetown 65. In their
second game of the ACC Big Four Challenge at the
Greensboro Coliseum, the Deacons used another big"!;
game by Connor to defeat the Hoyas.
·
;,
Connor scqred 27 points (on 10-of-18 shooting), 15
rebounds and four steals, followed by Coleman with 15
points, Mulholland with 10, Seawright with eight along with 10 rebounds and Hollifield with seven points ancl
eight assists.
Ebiho Ahonkhai led Georgetown with 22 points and 11 :
rebounds, but herteam shot just 37.7 percent overall. The :.
Deacons held a slim 32-29 halftime lead before 50 .. ;
percent shooting in the second half propelled them to
victory. Once again, poor free throw shooting (two for ,r 1
nine) plagued the Deacons.
,:
Because ofherperformance in the tournament, Connor rf;
was named the Challenge's MVP and was selected as the, :d
ACC Player of the Week as well.
·i!
Dec. 29: Wake Forest 66, No. 25 Auburn 56. The .. ,:
· Deacon defense again came up big, as they held the
Tigers to just 35 percent shooting in a big win. Connorled .. 11
the way again with 23 points, 13 boards, four assists, four ,;I
steals and two blocks. Mulholland added 16 points and.,)
eight rebounds.
,,
The Deacons shot 51 percent from the floor in the
upset. The team was up 29-25 at halftime, but the game
was tied 44-44 in the second half before the Deacons
scored II straight points to pull away.
Dec.19: Wake Forest 104, UNC Asheville 58. The;~;
Deacons held Asheville to just 13 first-half points in the ., 1
trouncing at Asheville. Four Deacons scored in double . ,
figures, and every Deacon player scored in the offensive ! -,
display which saw the team shoot 58 percent from the ·';
floor.
This was the first time that the Deacons had hit 100 ;: 1
points in a game since 1990.
l
Connor led all scorers with 29 points along with 15 ·.r!
rebounds, followed by Mulholland with 16 points,
Seawright with 14 and Coleman with 13 along with II .;,
assists. Hollifield dished out 11 assists as well.
.i

R. Mulholland, WFU
Carla Munnion, GT
Stephanie Ridgeway, Clem.
Wendy Palmer, UVa
Monick Foote, UVa
Kisha Ford, GT
Stephanie Cross, Md.

.517
.497
.486
.469
.468
.461
.455

Rebounds
Tracy Connor, WFU
Wendy Palmer, UVa
Chasity Melvin, NCS
Carla Williams, FSU
Stephanie Cross, Md.
!yish Hall, Duke
RaeAnna Mulholland, WFU
Umeki Webb, NCS
Laura Cottrell, Clem.
Chane! Wright, UNC

11.6
11.4
8.9
8.9
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.7
7.1

Assists
Gretchen Hollifield, WFU
Kira Orr, Duke
Tiffany Martin, GT
Tara Suber, UVa
Umeki Webb, NCS
Jen Scanlon, Duke
Sonia Chase, Md.
Shea Matlock, GT
Jen Robinson, FSU
Tracy Sadler, UNC
Jan Howard, NCS

7.1
5.6
5.0
4.3
4.1
3.8
3.6
3.3
3.3
3.2
3.2

Steals
Sonia Chase, Md.
Tiffany Martin, GT
Tracy Connor, WFU
Itoro Umoh, Clem.
Monick Foote, UVa

4.0
3.3
2.8
2.8
2.6

Three-Point Goal Percentage
Jan Howard, NCS
Jen Scanlon, Duke
Amy Garen, Clem.
Monick Foote, UVa

.495
.449
.426
.412

Tora Suber, UVa
Gretchen Hollifield, WFU

• Women's Basketball Top 25
1. Louisiana Tech
2. Vanderbilt
3. Connecticut
4. Georgia
5. Stanford
6. Tennessee
7. Virginia
8. Texas Tech
9. Iowa
10. Penn State
11. N.C. State
12. Oregon State
13. Duke
14. Wisconsin
15. Old Dominion
16. Colorado
17. Nortwestem
18.Alabama
19. Oklahoma St.
20. Arkansas
21. Purdue
22. Florida
23.Aubum
24. Clemson
25. Miss~sippi
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•This Week
Friday-Monday: Women's Tennis at
Ge<;)rgia Indoor Tournament
Saturday: Women's Basketball at
Florida State, 6 p.m.
Sunday: Men's Basketball at
Clemson, 1 p.m.
Tuesday: Women's Basketball vs.
N.C. State, 7:30p.m., Joel
Coliseum
Wednesday: Men's Basketball vs.
Virginia, 9 p.m., Joel Coliseum.
"
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Harris

.

teeter

Split

Chicken
Breast
4Lb. Bag
Harris Teeter
Beef

---------------.I
1'hin~ing about

1

29

HotDogs

1soz.

Harris Teeter
Honey

Ham

I

I

I

studying abroad?

Hawis Teeter

Canned

I

Vegetables

I
I

I
I

•

Join us for pizza and Study
Abroad stories!

•

Thursday, January 25th
4-6 p.m.

•

Benson Student Center,
Room 409

I

I
I
I

Institute of European Studies
s····-· Institute of Asian Studies
~

· _ . · _ • __

I

A
•·
.

.

-

··•.

-

15.25-oz.

I .

··.IES.

I

14.5-

Harris Teeter

Assorted Nonfat

Yogurt

,200

!'en·s Teeter 2 i•
4/4 00 tf!!'
r~u1..,
soz.

.

I

Taters

.24oz.
Harris Teeter

-----------------~

Ice
Cream·

Intrmnural BasketbaD Oftieials
are Needed
0 No Experience Needed
0 We Will Train
0 Flexible Hours
0 Earn Extra $$
0 Can Play and Officiate
Introductory Meeting: Monday, Jan.22, 6 p.m.
Lower Gym of Reynolds Gymnasium

00
·

Soft .Drink Feature

.

PEPSI.

Intramttral Men~s and Women~ Bowllng
Team entries will be taken until Jan. 31

Intramural RaeqnetbaU
0 Women's Singles
Entry Deadline: Jan. 31

0 Men's Singles·

Ha"is Teeter Selected Varieties

Potato

Intramural Swim Meet

Chips

Saturday, Feb. 10, 11:00 a.m., Reynolds Gym Pool
Entries Close: Jan. 31
Entries Open: Jan. 17

All intramural sign-ups are in room 214 of the
Reynolds Gymnasium.

Club Sports Conneetion
~

The Club Sports Union and its 14 member clubs
are seeking students desiring to participate in their
respective clubs. Club names and phone numbers
a~~ilable in room 214 Reynolds Gymnasium .

- -

......... ""

2Liter

. Pepsi Or Diet

Pepsi _,

¢
6oz.

88¢
~ftt.
Wattles

Harris Teeter
4 Pack Bathroom

Harris Teeter
Homestyle

Hams Teeter

11 oz.
-Harris Teeter

Tissue

Ultra Liquid

15

Detergenf_toooz.

4'49

99¢
.

99¢
1~! .

Hot Cocoa

Mix
Prices Effective Through January 1&, 1995.
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